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In the Introduction I have discussed the Lac operon and its 

control region. Special attention has been paid to the control of 

the transcription process. Also briefly discussed are the arabthoae 

operen, M polyaerase, and factors involved in the intiation and 

termination of transcription. 

The experimental studies describe the Isolation of  temperature 

sensitive mutants affecting RNA synthesis. The 	=station  Is  

shown to make the synthesis of a major class of unstable RNA 

teapersturaeensit iv.. Teepersture-aensLtjvLty is also ccnferred 

on the synthesis of ugslactoa Idase end srsbthoae-tso*,*., This 

tesperature-sansttj,jty is probably due to a lesion(s) in a single 

gene which saps in the 60611  region of the chromosome covered by the 

KLP2 eplsome. The 	protein appears to be directly involved in 

the transcription process and may be able to distinguish between dU. 

ferent classes of promoters. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the introduction I have discussed the lac operon and its 

control region. Special attention has been paid to the control of 

the transcription process. Also briefly discussed are the arabinose 

operon, RNA polymerase, and factors involved in the initiation and 

termination of transcription. 

The experimental studies describe the isolation of temperature 

sensitive mutants affecting RNA synthesis. The alt-i mutation is 

shown to make the synthesis of a major class of unstable RNA 

temperature-sensitive. Temperature.aenaitivjty is also conferred 

on the synthesis of 3-galactosidase and arabinose-isonterase. This 

temperature-sensitivity is probably due to a lesion(s) in a single 

gene which maps in the email region of the chromosome covered by the 

KLF2 episome. The alt-i protein appears to be directly involved in 

the transcription process and may be able to distinguish between dif-

ferent classes of promoters. 
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PART I 

INTRODLTI0M 

I. The structural-genes of the lac operon 

There are two proteins directly concerned with lactose cata-

bolism, -ga1actosidase (..gz) and lactose permease (M protein). 

There is also a third gene in the operon coding for thiogalactoside 

transacetylase. 

a, 	.galactosidase (f3-gz) 

The gene coding -gz monomer is known as the z gene. It was 

shown decisively to code for 3-gz by Cohn and Torrlani (1952) who 

found that missenae z mutations which did not have any -gz activity 

still produced material which reacted with 3-gz antibody. Since then: 

a Lac mutant has also been described from which 3-gz activity could 

be recovered following addition of g3-gz antibody and this activity 

was proportional to the amount of antibody added (Rotinan, Celada, 

1968). 

3-gz is a tetramer made up of four identical subunits each of 

135,000 daltons (Craven, Anfinsen, Steers, 1965). The active tetra-

met cleaves lactose at the 1,4, linkage to yield glucose and galactose. 

It also changes the 1,4 linkage to a 1,6, linkage to give allolactose 

the real inducer of the lac operon (Jobe, Bourgeois, 1972a). 

b. Lactose 22cmease 

Early studies on the lactose system revealed a class of 

mutants which, while they still produced wild typelevele of -gz in 

response to a gratuitous inducer Leopropy1thio--D-ga1actosLde (IP'I), 



were still Phenotypically Lac. These mutants were shown to be due 

to a defect in an inducible peralase which mapped close to the a gene 

In Rh Cfo*5e (ickenbez, Cben,Uuttin, Monod, 195). 

The lactose cermeaseor 'M' (membrane aasocisted)protein 

W" shown to be the product of the gene in several ways, 1-- 
galactoeyll4hjo44)..ga15gosj5 (TlG) (which has a specific affinity 

for 'M' protein) biflding activity could not be detected 16f cells 

(Ric3enbar9, at al, 1956). A class of mutants, not 2, was obtained 

Which were unable to hydrolyee orthenitropbeny2..L).4)u.ga1act()jd (CNG 

a substrata for 	at high temperature (42). This property was 

exp1aIie4 by the discovery that at 42( .  they were unable to accumulate 

many 944#00SIdtas Furthermore,ja.vitro studies showed that these 

mtrMns have lesions which map close to the a gene and, prOduce a 

• Protein whoe. binding of TIX is tesperatuxeaeeàajtivà, (Fox*  Carter, 

Kennedy, 1967). 	• 	•• 

Finally Jones and tennedy (1969) showed that etraLns haploid, 

diploid, and triploid for the z gene  bound propottioflil sacuOts Of 1'DG • 

and also thatproportional, amounts of TI)G binding 'M' • protein could 

be isolated hon the McbrMa. 	 • • 	• 

The advantages of baling a specific inducible transport pro. 

tein for concentrating metabolitea inside a cell are obvious. It is 

much more efficient to prodUce such proteins only when they are 

specifically needed,: but it does suggest a paradox. U there Is no 

• • transport protein present before induction, how cOn the eetaboUte be 

carried into the cell to. activate induction? There are at least two 

• 	• possible models which resolve this paradox, • Firstly the" transport 

• 	protein could be produced conatLtutLveLy at a low level so that there 



is always enough transport of the metaboiLte to permit induction. 

The uninduced level of 'M' protein umet be very low as the uninduced 

level of -gx, the first gene in the *Peron, is 1/1000 of the fully 

Induced level. Whether this level is sale to transport enough lac. 

toes to permit induction is not known. Secondly, there Could be a 

gene ralteed transport system which works with low efficiency but 

carries enough metabolite  into the cell to permit induction. This 

say be a function of the phosphotransferase system, (wlig, Chosh, 

Rosesan, 1964) a possibility which is supported by its effects on in. 

ducer exclusion (See 1, V, a) 

The aoecu1sr weight of the lactose persease has been 

estimated as 311,000 daltons (Jones, Lennedy, 1969) and 291,000 dalton. 

(Guthrie*  Pardee, 1969) but as may proteins dissociate into subunits 

On sodium dodecyl suphate treatment this may only be the weight of a 

subunit of the functional molecule. 

The discovery of a second transport system for inelibiose 

which was distinct from the lac system (Prastidge, Pardee, 1965) led 

to the development of an easy method for distinguishing between 

and j mutations, The selibjose transport system is temperature 

sensitive in S. coil KU and so does not function at 420C. Both f 
and f are Lac but the ! (unless it is strongly polar) can still 
accumulate lactose and or melibiose. The 17 strain can grow on meli-
biose at both 300C and 430C as it can accumulate melibios. at 430C 

using the z gene product. The f strain can grow on melibiose at 

3)0C but not at 420C since at 420C it will have no active aelibiose 

perseue or lactose persease. 

3.. 



4. 

c. Thiogalactoside transacetylase 

The third structural gene of the lac operon, the a gene, 

codes for the enzyme thiogalactoside transacetylase. No function 

for this enzyme in lactose metabolism has been found nor is it in-

volved in the accumulation of galactosides, (Fox, 1966). Despite 

the lack of obvious function for this enzyme it has proved very useful 

in the study of catabolite repression and polarity effects in the lac 

system. 

Definite proof that the a gene codes for transacetylase was 

obtained with the isolation of deletions which removed a but not z or 

. Zabin, Kepes and Monod,(1962) also showed that the product of a 

gene which mapped close to Z was inducible with IPT( and could ace-

tylate a number of substrates. 

H. Th,Operon model and its control elements 

The operon model was first proposed by Jacob and Monad (1961) 

to explain co-ordinate induction of 3..gs and transacetylase. Poor 

Inducers allowed only low Levels of both enzymes while with good in. 

ducers high levels of both enzymes were obtained. Jacob and Monad 

(1965) on evidence from Hfr crosses and Pox (1966) from deletion 

analysis proposed that the structural genes were contiguous and trans-

cribed as a single unit in the order !y a.  

At the same time as they proposed the operon model Jacob and 

Monad also predicted the need for a repressor molecule to control the 

expression of the structural genes of an operon. How this repressor 

is made and functions has been the subject of intensive study which 

Is dealt with in sections (l,II,b,c,d; l,III,a,b,c,). At the moment 

I will just give the current status of the lac operon and its control 



region 

I 	p 	0 	$ 	 a 
* *--- .1 -L 4 .4 

L is  the gene coding for the repressor, & Is the promoter region, 

the operator region, X x a are the structural genes. 

The regulatory region  

The regulatory region is responsible for controlling the ex-

pression of the structural genes. It Is so fax known to have three 

parts, the L gem. Which Codes Lot the repressor, the promoter region 

which interacts with IflIA polynerase holeenzyse (1,VII,$) and other 

factors ( 19Y1I96) and the operator region which Interacts  with the 

repressor  

The L gene  

The I gene has its own promoter which presumably works with 

low efficiency. Repression Is only slowly established on the intro-

duction of an C gene into an f background, which is indicative of 

slow "pressor synthesis, (Pardee, Jacob, Monod, 1959) giving 340 

repressor molecules per gene copy (Mu11e9...nfl.1, Crapo, Gilbert, 1968). 

There is a transcriptional stop signal at the end of the i gene which 

As read in the now direction as the structural genes (Miller, 

Reznikoft, Ippen, Signer, Beckwith, 1970) (see section 191I,c). 

Strains producing a teeperatureusenftjye repressor have been isolated 

(Roriuchi, luau, 1986) and suppressible .et f strains have also 

been Isolated (Bourgeois, 1963; Mullet..HiU, 1966). The repressor 

is almost certainly completely protein and contains little, if any, 

3. 





affect the gene promoter permitting tare efficient imitation of 

transcription. 

Strains containing the 	mutation have been used to establish 

that the I gene is read in the same. direction as the structural genes. 

A attain containing both 	and Ll (Which deletes the transcriptional 

stop signal at the and Of the i gene and so allows read through from 

thee I gene) Produces more gz than a strain containing Ll alone 

(Miller, MullerHu1l, Beckwith, 1968). 

Jobe and Bourgeois (1973) have Isolated a strain which pto. 

duces a repressor which has a forty-4016 greater affinity for lac 

operator INA. This repressor could prove useful in sequencing 

operator ami :  

4.8ubuz4t• inter*ctiofls :: •• 	• 	. 	. 

The dominanCe effect of the I mutations Can be explained 

by invoking the tetrameric structure of the functional repressor. In 

an 	diploid attain most of the tel)ftSSOI# L  tetramers will contain 

at least two A subunits which will lower the affinity of the whole 

tetrat..for OpeEstor U?4A and so, % the strain will remain j. This 

model predicts that an 	strain, in which there are ten 	sub., 

units, will have totrameis mainly composed of f subunits and will be. 

C 	. Similarly, an: 	diploid ahOuJd be, uninductble due to each 

tetramer, containing at least two I subunits but an i/i diploid will 

be inducible, These strains have been constructed by Muller-Hill,. 

Crapo and Gilbert (1988) and give the predicted results. 



f. *Ooter *itgtlCn which reduce exreas1on of The operon 

Mutations of this class were isolated by ScaLfe and Reckwith 

(1986) and Called j, Y. and L37. Mapping of these mutations against 

supposed deletions which stretched from the operator Into the igene 

placed the promoter between the operator and 	Later work showed 

these supposed deletions to be domble 	C point *utations and so 

this placing of the promoter could be wrong. Mapping of these pro-

motor autftions against deletions coming into the regulatory region 

from the structural genes placed th. promoter between the operator and 

the A gene (Miller, lppen, Scaife, Beckwith, 1988) (Ippen, Miller, 

$caife, DeckwLtb, 1968). 

The U promoter mutation is "mall deletion which removes 

Part of the promoter and the end of the gene.  L& and 	*re 

Point mutations unable to recombine with . 	is only partially 
inducible, the wgnduced level b*ing 60% of the induced level which is 

2% of wild type inducd level, This low induction ratio is thought 

to be due to the peoduction of a faulty repressor. 	and 	are 

inb1 and produce 6% of wild type •  lóvels of gz when Induced., 
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g. Up PrOsoter entations 

An up promoter mutation has been isolated (SLlve,ston, 

Arditti, &lagssanik, 1970) by selecting tack  revertants of LS after 

LW autagenssis. It to called UVS and has $0 of wild type -gz 

activity in glycerol grown cultures. WS can be separated from Lot 

by Pt transduction, at a very low frequency which suggests that they 

are very closely linked. 	.gs synthesis in the M  strain  is  in.. 

sensitive to catabolit. repression (section J,V,b) but this character-

istic is due to the original LS mutation. 

A mutation which increases the expression of the lac operon 

both in vivo and in vitro has been described (Q25n t*1, 1971) and 

called g. It is net clear whether this is due to an alteration in 

the existing promoter or to the insertion of an entirely new promoter 

between a and • 

it. Genetic evidence for two regions In the promoter. 

It has been proposed that the pronoter  comprises two regions 

(fleckwitb, Grodsic.ker, Arditti, 1972): one which is operator distal 

and interacts with the crp (a protein involved with the. tanscriptLon 

Of catabolite sensitive genes) c..MP (313' cyclic adenosine nonophoc. 

phone acid) Complex and another which is operator proximal and inter.. 

acts with i%NA polywerase holoensywe. This conclusion is drawn from 

genetic expedeenta in which ent*tions in the two postulated regions 

are separated by recombination. 

i 	 L8 	P 	UVS 
-i- --__Aj 

±--- -- 4 
LI 
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It can be seen from the above diagram that a recombinant containing 

AM UVS can only be obtained U UV3 maps outside the region deleted 

by 
LOW 
i and so outside the region interacting with the crp..MP complex. 

A. Thel*ttncr end DI1ber4 promoter model 

The possibility of a more complex system for promoter function 

has been raised by work on the PUSOX by Blattner and Dglberg (1972) 

who discovered that there  Is an untw*scrib.d region of about 200 base 

pairs intervening between the RNA pôlyaerue binding site and the base 

pair at which transcription begins. The operator appears not to be 

transcribed. This type of model caatot be applied directly to the 

!E operon since the lac operator is transcribed (section 191!9  a). 

The convention of representing DNA as a linear molecule tends 

to prejudice thinking about the structure of locaitsed agians of DNA. 

It is perfectly possible that the lac promoter region I. folded so 

that regions which on the linear sap appear to be distinct are in 

fact closely associated, Blattner and Diiiberg (2912) raised this 

possibility frJ, folding of the DNA may bring the *NA polymer"* 

binding site very doss to  the transcriptional start site so eliminating 

the drift region as a physical entity. 

J. TiPJ*rntr0i 

The operator can be defined in genetic teams as  that part of 

the control region which can yield ccnstitutive *itamts which do not 

inactivate the repressor. Operator constitutive () mutant* bind 

repressor less •ffiiitly than wild type operators (Smith, Ssdiey, 

1971). The operator is DNA (Gilbert, 1967) (!SQ diac DNA binds re 

pressor 	wild type DNA does not, repressor bound to tW dl#c DNA 
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can be removed with IPIL 

k. Operator constitutive*st*tiona 

Operator constitutive mutants can be divided into two classes  

by the degree to which they are constitutive. Sadler and Smith (1971) 

have proposed on genetic evidence that each class of constitutive 

mutation can be said to be doubly degenerate, that is that each class 

can be caused by a mutation at one of two points which are placed 

symmetrically with respect to the centre of the operator. This 

suggests that the operator is composed of two halves which are 

mirror images. This model has been confirmed (Gilbert - personal 

communication) who has sequenced the lac operator and shown, it to 

have a two-fold symmetry). 

1. 	The operator.  set*nc. 

The method used to sequence the operator DNA is to transcribe 

Isolated operator DNA into RNA and to sequence the transcript. An 

oc mutant has also been sequenced and shows a base pair changed from 

a GC to an AT in one of the symmetrical regions. 

The technique used in these sequencing etixfles should make 

It possible to elucidate the mechanism of repressor action and also 

to sequence other parts of the control region. This should help us 
, 

to understand the nature of the promoter interactions with RNA poly 

merase and the crp-CAMP complex. 

a. The operator is distinct from the a 

BhorJee, Fowler and Zabin (1969) have shown biochemically 

and Rezuikoff and Beckwith (1969) genetically that the operator is 
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distinct from the a,  gene. 	..ga made in * IM Lac fusion attain in 
which part of the operator is removed has the *am physical properties 

as wild type .gs and it also baa the same thZeOUTIMOthionine N 

terminal sequence. In this strain which As under the control of 

the IM promoter and is not repressed by the lac repressor active 
.ugi and tranaacetylaae are made. 

Gilbert has shown using !!L DNA that the operator is trans. 
cribed but it is probably not translated as no saber operator 

mutations have been isolated (Bourgeois,, 1965) nor do partial deletions 

Of the operator alter the physical properties of p.gx (flhorjee et al, 

1969). 

Th!. 1*C I!!!!r and Its. Interactions with 	 __

In-

_  

vitro studies on repressor DNA interactions were not 

possible, because of its very low concentration in the cell (0.002% 

Per genoas of the total protein), until the development of the  IP14 

equilibrium dialysis technique (Gilbert, Mufler.,Hi11, 1966). This 

technique depends on the binding of radioactive ZPW to repressor in 

A. dialysis sac but as the amount of repressor in wild type cells is 

very low a blind partial Purification is necessary. To improve the 

chance of detecting IP1t binding a mutant called Was isolated, it 

was isolated as being inducible by a low concentration of 1P3 and 

binds IPTO more tightly than wild type repressor. In the assay an 

aliquot of an ioniui* sulphate fraction is dialysed against a solution 

Of radioactive IPM and a fraction which bindi IPTO Is detected in the 

dialysis sac. This material was identified as a protein. It could 

not be detected in fasi, or is  cell extracts, (, repressor bind. IPXO 
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lou firmly than W114 type repreaor (Jobo, Riggo, ROUS540141, 1971). 

With the isolation of the 	and 	&tattons it AS now 

poaaibie to Isolate larger quantities of repressor. When the 

c*tstlon is put eito a phase,  it Is possible to get a cell to product. 

one theusand tises MrO repressor than wild type cells, (2.3% of the 

total eotein) and a yield of several grsenes per kilogram of cells is 

possible, Riggs and co.wo*kera (Riggs, I øourgenic, 1988) (Riggs, 

Donrgeoic, Netby, Cohn, 196) have developed the repressor isolation 

tethnique, by precipitating the repressor with antibody, and obtain 

repressor which is such purer than th Gilbert, 9011er4flh1 preparation. 

a. 	*eEorD& bLnd1 	• 	.• 

Jn vitro ssasy using 0100Cèllu1 	filter binding (Riggs. 

6.19 198) (Riggs, suzuki, acurgeois, 1960 We shown the association 

constant of repressor and operator to be very fast and the dissociation 

constant to be slow which gives a repressor operator cop1e* half lIfe 

of about 30 sinute. The binding is dependent on the presence of 

. 

	

	 xperisents using dilute solutions of repressor and DNA • 

suggest that the tine taken tot the repressor to find the operator DNA 

by ditSUàton is not rate .limiting and it say be possible that the re 

• 

	

	presser binds to the phosphate b*ckbone of the DNA and *ben ttavela 

along the DNA until it finds the operator whete it binds ttrniy (Lin 

Riggs, 1972). This Meftl AS pàsthXe as experinenta show that if 

• 	 lone are onitted from the reaction miature general bioUng of 

• 	repressor to DNA sseka the . binding repressor to operator DNA (Gilbetit, 

•. MUIIer4UU, 19i). 	• 	. 	• 	. 	• 	 . 	. 
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b.l 	soorinducer intect4onL5  

Inducers of wild type 	strains can be placed in an w.ubL 
WW~ 

guous order of efficiency free IPIG the best, to *elthioee the worst. 

Bourgeois and Job (1*70) have isolated a series of 1 strain., which 

can be &rciiagod without exception In an bersrCy. in that any one that 

is not induced by a galactoside high on. the list can never be induced 

by a gLiactaside 'lower on the 1i.t. This rigid order relating all 

the 	ats. :s to the efficiency of the inducer 8b*m that the repressor 

recognizes the inducer. They also showed that except in one case the 

repressor operator binding and half life were the isae as wild type 

suggesting that generally the . repressor of jZ mutatIons does not hews 

an altered affinity for operator DNA. IM not only interacts with 

free repressor but also interacts with repressor operator. coep axes, 

reducing the hatE life Cl these complexes (Rigg, BourgeoIs, 1969). in 

genera* the j. SO tatLons show a similar respons. to IPIG when bound to 

operator MA but a higher :coucentration of 1PZ*3 is needed to promote 

dissociation of repressor operator ccapleaea. 	. 	. 

c. 	tesookeLnteraction*th Zcant fuce 

The J= repressor producing strain shows an unusual induction 

Pattern. it is partially constitutive showing 3% of induced wild type 

activity. The constitutive activity is repressed by low levels of 

IM but is induced by high concentrations of rn; to * sara level 

Of 2% of wi14 type activity. A possible explanation for this In. 

ductlen pattern invokes the tetraxeric structure of the repressor 

molecule. The repressor subunits of the 	gene could be distorted 

in such a W*YL  that it 	re..4d affinity  for DNA  wIth a resultant 



is, 

low level of constitutivety of the lac operon. Addition of low 

levels of XPTG could restore some of the subunits to their functional 

conformation with a concurrent effect on the other subunits in the 

tetraser giving a tettaeer which has one or two IPTG molecules bound 

to it and Is fully active as a repressor. Addition of a higher 

concentration of IPIT could give a low level of induction as one 

would expect from a repressor with an increased affinity for operator 

DNA. 

d. Lactose is an anti-inducer 

Jobs and Bourgeois (1973) have shown that lactose galactose 

and ONPP (ortho nitropheny14..fucosLde) are anti-inducers of the lac 

operon. The anti-induction of the lac operon by lactose is not due 

to catabolite repression by the glucose derived from the splitting of 

lactose nor 'by inducer exclusion (section lV,a). Lactose acts on 

the repressor operator,  complex slowing down the dissociation of the 

complex five-fold 	It also competes with the inducers allolactose 

and IPLt for the repressor operator complex thereby reducing the ef. 

fLcincy with which the inducer can remove the repressor from the 

operator. 

IV. 1pregaor Binding and Transcription 

Two models have been proposed for tepessc%r action. The 

bound repressor prevents polyaUas* from binding to the promotor or 

bound repressor prevents bound poly erase transcribing. Which of 

these models Is correct is still not clear as Eron and Block (1971) 

say that bound repressor prevents binding of the polymerase and or 

the crp.cA1P complex. Chen it _al (1971) say that they can get 



rifarnpicln resistant complexes in the presence of repreasor which 

anna that the polymerase at• be bound to 'the DNA. 

V.. The GlUcoe &ffectj 

The inhibition of -gaZactosidase formation by glucose was 

first obserued by MonOd (1947). Glucose has since been found to 

affect the expression of many other,  catabolic ensyars: 	Zac perasase, 

galactokinase, glycerokinase, L a..glycerophoepbste perwesa., enzyme XZ 

for fructose of the phosphotransferase system, L..arabinoae perasaas,. 

tryptophanase, D.serine deaMnase and thywitUne phosphorylase (tie ' 

Crombrugghe et *19  1969) and probably generally affects the synthesis 

of catabolic enzymes. 	 ' 

Experiments by Bpatetn, Naeflo and Ores (1966) shed that 

when kCO]t was grown in * mixture of glucose (0,4 mg/el) and lactose 

no -gs1actosidsse was synthesised until the supply of glu-

cose was exhausted. There was then a tag period in growth during 

which galactosdase was aynthesised very rapidly after which growth 

resumed at a slower rate with a parallel production of -gs1sctosidase. 

Clark si4 Marr (1964) attributed the glucose effect to e 

glucose-induced increase in the amount or activity of the lac repress. 

sot thereby blocking the production. of Lac perseas.. • There is no 

direct evidence to support Clark and Mart's proposition, Cohn *nd 

• Hor&bata . (1959) have shown 'that glucose has little effect 'on lac in.. 

ducer (astbyl+.D..thiogalactoside ThG) uptake by the 1*cpermeaae. 

However, KMOO (190) has shown that glucose strongly inhibits uptake 

not mediated by the lac permesse. Thus the glucose effect could, at 
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least in part, be attributed to its effect on  ,4 permeation system in.* 

dependent of the j gene product. Pastan and: Pernan (19o9) and 'Kibak 

(1969) 'have observed that g1ucose-1phosphate, which is a product of 

the phosphotraneferase system (Kundig, Ghoah, Roseman, 1964) inhibits 

the uptake of galactose, fructose and lactose suggesting that this 

system may lae involved in primary lactose uXake. 

The most likely explanation for inducer exclusion Is that it 

acts at the level of the pbósphotraneferase system and that this 

system is used for only a brief period in lactose transport. This 

glucose sensitive systeis may,  Serve to prime inc operon induction, 

giving a level of inc permease sufficient to provide full, induction 

oftbegenepernease. 	' 

b. 	trans Lent a. Otabolite ipreaeLon  

When cells grown in glycerol and the presence of an inducer 

not subject to exclusion (I M, ) are exposed to 10 Wglucose, there 

is a comlete cessation ot-gziynthesjs for up to half a geneatLon 

(Moses, Provost, 1960 9  theoverall growth rate during this period is 

slightly increased so the effect 'is not due any overall inhibition of 

protein Synthesis, thsppbenomenon is known' as analent tepreèsion, 

After the period otY transient repression P.gz synthesis restarts but 

at a rate lower than the pre-glucose rate, this is attributed to 

ataboUte repress ion. Makma and Sutherland (1965) fOund' that' 

shortly after the addition of glucose to glycerol grown cells there is 
level 

a rapid drop In the intracellular/of cAMP and that during catabolite 

repreaaj.orj the cAMP level is lower than in glycerol grown cells. 

Jxogenous addition of cAMP reverse* both transient and catabolite re. 
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duced so that. It can respond rapidly to environmental changes. The 

lac system shows all these characteristics, it is economical in that 

only one protein produced-at a low level is needed for slut off of 

the entire operon, it is efficient in that the basal level of enzyme 

production is only 1/1000 of fully induced level, and inducer response 

is rapid in that maximal rate of enzyme synthesis 18 reached in a few 

• minutes. The basal level of enzyme synthesis is probably necessary .  

for rapid induction as the real inducer is allolactose, therefore a 

low level of 3.ga1actosLdase in the cell, at all times., is required 

to convert the substrate lact*e to the inducer .aUol&ctose before 

maximum induction can occur. 	 . 	 . 

The need for a second control system 
- 

The negative control system while being very efficient does 

not allow for the pieseace, at the same time as lactose, of a less 

complex substrate such ,as glucose. The control of synthesis of the 

lac onzymeb in the presence of substrates such as glucose is controlled 

by two other systems, inducer exclusion and catabolite impression 

(sections l,V,a and 1,V,b). Control by catabolite repression is by • 

the crpcAMP system which is a positive control system. 	• 
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VI. 	The Arabinose ODe ron 

Control of expression of the !E.a operon is in some ways 

similar to the lac system. It has a repressor which binds to the 

operator but the mechanism of induction is different. The crp-cAMP 

complex Lis required for maximum expression of the operon. The 

operon I. susceptible to transient and catabolite repression which 

are relieved by CAMP. 

The main difference between the lac and are control systems 

is the dual functions of the are C protein as proposed by Bngelaberg, 

Sheppard, Squires, Meronk, (1969). 

ation of the scheme they proposed. 

Below Is a diagrammatic represent- 

Direction of transcription 

D 	A 	B 
	

I 	0 	C 

Pl( repressor) 

Jr 
P2(activator) 

D, A and B are the structural genes. 

L is the site of initiation of transcription which binds the poly-

serase, crp-cAMP complex and the activator P2. 2 is the operator 

which binds the repressor P1 and is analogous to the lac operator. 

is the gene coding for the ara C protein in a limited way analogous 

to the I gene of E.• 

Isolation of ara C7 mutations of both deletion (Sheppard, 

Engelsberg, 1967) and nonsense classes Orr, Engelsberg, 1967) which 

were negative for the expession of all the structural genes, and 

therefore necessary for gene expression, led to the proposition that 
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the au C protein has a positive control function. This makes it 

quite unlike the lac repressor which has only a negative control 

function so that C strains are constitutively Lc', While the. 

C gene product has a positive control function it also has a negative 

control function inwbi.ch  it binds to the operator and prevents 

transcription. 1ngelsberg, Squires, Meronk, (1969) have demonstrated 

In diploid studies that an ira 	gene trans to a deletion of sri C 

that does not remove a site which they postulate is an operator, 

stimulates arabinose ieoset*ie production two-fold. An ira C'  trans 

toan ara Cdeletion encompassing the postulated site stimulates ara- 

binose isomer 	synthesis thirty-fivefold. As these experiments 

were performed in the absence of Inducers they show that the irs C 

protein has a repressor activity as well as a stimulatory activity. 

These experiments also show the order of the control region to be 

1. 2 £ in that it is possible to delete 0 with a deletion running in 

from the C gene and without affecting . 

It also seems probable that for complete induction of the 

arabinose opeton the absence of the C gene product in its repressor 

form (P1) is necessary. Mutations in the at&  C gene (called £C) have 
been isolated I& which expresefa',of the operàn is constitutive, that 

to independent of inducer (Bngeleberg, Itt, Power, Lee,1965). In a 

diploid strain 	is dominant in uninduced cultures suggesting 

that binding of the C' gene product inhibits expression of the ira 

genes under the positive control of the C  gene product. It is 

formally possible that this effect is due to subunit mixing of the 

type in the lac system but the model in which Pl bound to the 

operator inhibits the action of the activator is more attractive. 
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RNA polyiuerase and Transcription Factors 

The transfer of information from DNA into protein involves 

two major processes, transcription and translation. Transcription 

is the process by which RNA molecules which are an exact Copy of the 

DNA base sequence is made, they can be copies of single genes or 

entire operons. Tanslation is the process by which the information 

in the RNA transcript is converted Into the amino acid . Sequence-of 

the protein. Transcription is catalysed. by an enzyme DNA dependent 

RNA polymerase. 

StEUCtUtO O  P.M polymarase 

Highly purified RNA polymeraae. contains several different 

Polypeptides flamed, , 	a, a and W. The W subunit Is not re- 

quired for 	VLtto RNA synthesis *nd has no known function. The  

enzyme in this form is called holoenzyme, it can dissociate reversibly 

Into core (a2) and sigma (a). 

Sigma £acta 	 : 

Sigma factor is not necessary for transcription as core will 

transcribe calf thymus DNA (Burgess, Travers, Dunn, I3autz, 1969) and 

poly dAT (Begg s, Barrett, Hinkle, McGrath, Chamberlain, 1969). Sigma 

factor is necessary for correct initiation of transcription at promoter 

sites to which baoenzyme binds more. tightly than does core to DNA. in 

general (Loick, 1972). Sigma factor is required only for correct 

Initiations,, after initiation it is released fromtthe enzyme DNA 

plex, and can be roused, leaving the core enzyme to extend initiated 

RNA chains. (Travers, Burgess, 1970) (Stonlngton, Pettijobn, 1971). 

How sigma confers this specificity for promoter sites on the 
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holoensy.e is not known. OrA model suggests that sigma itself con. 

tuna information necessary for promoter recognition either as itself 

or as part of the holoenzyee or by altering the core enzyme so that 

It recognises specific base sequnnc.s in the MA. Another model 

suggests that core enzyme itself contains the information for pro.. 

mote, recognition end that sigma prevents non promoter binding thereby 

enhancing the chance of the core ensyise finding a promoter. The 

answer to this question could best be gained by isolation of other 

sigma factors (if they exist) which confer on the core enzyme specificity. 

for prters otheg then those specified by sigma 

c The-13  subunit 

Mutations have been isolated which confer resistance to the 

drug rifampicia, these mutations have been shown to be in the P sub-

unit (Heil, ZiUig, 1970)9  When rifsiipicin sensitive holo.nzyae and - 

MA are allowed to for, a complex in the absence of nuceoside triphos 

pbstes (pro-Initiation complex) this complex will make *M chains if 

rtfaapicin sad mucloosid. triphospbst.s are added together. The 3 

subunit is therefore probably involved in the formation of the DhiA 

boloen*yae pr."inLtistLon complex. 

4. The B sbunit 

The V subunit has been implicated An the primary binding of 

holoenayae to a* as heparim, which competes for DNA binding with 

enzyme and can displace it from liii, has been shown to bind exclusively 

to the ' subunit (Walter, Zillig, Palm, Push., 1%?). 
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activator form, at the site cur initiation of transcription and it is 

therefore possible that it could directly substitute for the cp CAMP 

complex. 

The K Pactor 

A protein has been partially purified from IL coil Cell. 

(Davidson, et *1, 1969) which stimulates transcription from , , 

B. coil M's but particularly from DNA. It La not a substitute 

for sigma as it can stimulate holosnayme saturated with sigma and does 

not stimulate core enzyme. K factor appears to stimulate transcription 

by interacting with polymerase either by binding to It or modifying it 

in soma way as enzyme mixed with K factor and then recovered by cent ri. 

fugation retains its enhanced activity (Davidson ft &U-1970)- l,l9?). 

es Other factors 

Several other factors have been described but as they are 

mainly concerned with phage transcription they need not be discussed 

here. 

VIII Termination of Trsnscsipti 

The presence of transcript tonal termination signals has been 

demonstrated using deletion attains such as Ll and fusion strains such 

as the M Uc fusions. In in  lac fusions which contain the end of 

the L gene, transcription starting at the trj promotet does not con-

tinue into the lactose structural genes but it the ease fusion strain 

contains a transcription does continue into the lac genes* 
It feems likely that termination of transcription normally 

occurs at the end of an opevon. Messenger EM corresponding to the 
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whole j operon can be isolated from celia synthesising the Up biOu. 

synthetic enzymes. Whether RNA polymerase alone can terminate RNA 

chains at specific sites is not clear but in vitro experiments using 

4)80 4 lac: DNA, hoioenzy.e, crp protein and CAMP yield R)A molecules 

which are large and heterogeneous (no specific termination). Since 

In vitro conditions may not reflect the in vivo situation these re-

suits must be interpreted with caution. 

Termination Factor 

A protein (rho) has been isolated from E. coil (Roberts, 

1969) which promotes the production In vitro of RNA molecules of dis-

crete sizes (specific termination) from several template DNA's but as 

the Ino concentration of rho is not known it Is difficult to design 

in, vitro expeti*ente which mimic in vivo condLton.. 

A series of An vitro experiments using various, concentrations 

of rho (de Crombruggbe, Adhys, Gottesman, Pastan, 1973) using La4  and 

templates show that with low concentrations of rho (1 Mm/mi) 

specific termination at the end of the operone occurs. When the 

concentration of rho to raised (8 Mm/mI) termination at specific sites 

within the oper=a occurs. Whether this premature termination has any 

In vivo significance or is Just an artefact produced by the high rho 

concentration is not clear. The in vivo function of rho can only be 

eiuCLdated with the isolation of rho mutants, 

Rho Action 

Rho promoted termination leads to the release of RNA chains 

from the polyserue DNA complex but whether the polysersee is released 

is not clear, 
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Conflicting reports on whether rho binds to DNA, Hinkley 

quoted in LoslcVa Review (1972) says it does not but 04* and 

Takanani (1972) have published electronsicrographs of a ring of six 

rho subunits bound to phags fd DNA at a limited number of sites, make 

It difficult to choose between eodels for rho action. One model 

proposes that rho binds to specific altos on DNA thereby preventing 

transcription preceding, another agets that rho binds to po1yerase 

conferring on it the ability to recognise who terninstion signals. 

Rho does bind to: polyrnerase (linkley, Xoeick's review,, 1972) but 

which of the two models is correct will only be clarified with the 

Isolation of rho mutants. 



PART 2. 

MATERIALS AND MBT}L)DS 

a. General materials 

Oxoid nutrient broth 2 	Oxoid No. 2 powder 23g; distilled 

water 1 1. 

L-broth (Lennox 1955) 	Difco tryptone lOg; yeast extract 

Sg; NaCl log; distilled water 1 1. pH 7-2 

Minimal salts X4 (Meynell) 	NH4  Cl 20g; NH4  NO3  4g; 

Na2  SO4  89; K2HPO4  12g; K112PO4  4g; MgSO4 71120 0.4g; 

distilled water 1 1. 

M63 x 10 (Pardee, Jacob, Monod, 1059) 	£HPO4  lOg; 

KH2PO4  30g; (NH4)2  SO4  20g; PeSO4  S ag; distilled 

water 1 .1. 

After autoclaving add MgSO4 1H20  2g. 

VS x 20 (Vogel., Bonner, 1956) 	MgSO4 71120 45; citric 

acid 40g; K2HPO4  2009; Na NH4HPO4  log; distilled water 1 1. 

Buffer 	*H2PO4  39; Na2HPO4  lg; NaC1 4g; MgSO4 7H20 0.2g; 

distilled water 1 1. 

Oxoid nutrient agar 	ozoid NB2 plus Davis New Zealand 

agar 12.5 g/l. 

Minimal Mat 	minimal salts x 4 diluted 1.4 into molten 

solution Davis New Zealand agar (20g/i). 

Amino acids 	Made as solution at 2 mg/al and used at 

20ig/al. 

Spars 	Made as 20% solution and used at 0.2%. 

Vitamin 81 	Made up at 1 ag/mi, used at i0tg/ml. 

X. 
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Stretomycin (Glaxo) 
	

Made up at 10mg/mi, used at 

lOOpg/ml. 

Spectnomyc1n (UpJoh) 
	

Made up at 10mg/mi, used at 

1001g/m1 

Rifampicin(Lepetit S.p.A. Milan) 	Used at 200V41/ml 

for selection of spontaneous rifr  mutants, at all other 

times used at 100g/mi. Stock solution for plates 

made at 100mg/el in dimothylformanide (DMP) and sJ.Ored 

at -20°C. Solution for experiments in liquid media 

made by dissolving powder in a few drops of DMP and 

then diluted to required concentration with vortexing 

in M63. 

c-AMP (Sigma) adenosine 31 01  cyclonionophosphoric 

acid. Made up at 104M in M639  filter terU.ised, 

used at io- i. 

b. Indicator Media 

EMS (Eosin, methylene blue) 	mu peptone base (Difco 

casneino acids 42.4g; Difco yeast extract 5.2g; NaCl 

27g; K2HPO4  27g; distilled water 1 1) 75mla; Eosin 

(4% solutioà An 1(20)  4nils; methylene blue (0.65% 

solution in 	4m1s; desired sugar (20%) ZOiala; 

Davis New Zealand agar (20g/1) 300 ele. 

MacConkey 	Difco MacConkey No. 2 base 40g; distilled 

water ii.. After autoclaving add desired sugar 10g/l. 

(5 bromo.4chlorou.3-Lndolyi-D-ga1actosie Cycle 

Chemical) Xg made up at 20mg/mi in diuiethylformaMde 



and 0.8m1 added to 400m1 bottle supplemented minimal 

agar with glucose as carbon source. When inducer 

was needed IP1 (isopropyl-D-thiogalactopyranoside) 

was added to a final concentration of l0. 

(methyl methane suiphonate Kodak) 

Used for testing for recA marker. 

Oxod N82 agar plus aw0.05%. mms added to cool 

agar just before pouring. Plates used same day Or 

next day if stored in refrigerator. 

c. Special media 

For-PIvIyastes and traneductions: 

Lc_ Bottom agar 	Tryptone lOg; Yeast extract 5g; 

NaC1 5g; Difco agar lOg; distilled water 1 l. 

Before pouring to each SOOr*l bottle add LC mix 6.5s1. 

LC mix 	0.514 CaCl2  20m1; 20% glucose 23 .1; 0.25% 

thymidtne 20m1. 

LC Tpp agar, 	Same as LC Bottom except DiSco agar 7g; 

Before use to each lOOmi add 0.59 C&C12  LOmi. 

Tryptone 	1% in distilled water. 

Adsoiption met 
	

0.03M MgS0; 0.015)1 CaC12  in 

distilled water. 

Citrated Buffer 
	

Buffer with trisodium citrate added 

to 5% 

Citrated L-broth 
	

L-broth with trisodium citrate added 

to 1%. 

32. 
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For eelactLngthtjne requiring strain a 

Trie*ethoprb* (Burrows Wellcome) 	Used at 2QOig/m1 

An amid NB2 supplemented with tbymine lOO*g/ml 

MRDK*S C 

Selection of raedum 

W 22 WZ 25 were grown overnight in oxóid N82, 0.1 ml of 

the Cultures were plated onto iinima1 arabinose, aethionine BI  plates. 

The plates were incubated at 300  for 48 haute. There were approximately 

100 revertants per plate which gives a reversion rate of about Ix1O 6  

per bacterium, plated. After purification Ara-'  colonies from (our 

clones of Wt 22 and one clone of WE 25 were tested for temperature 

sensitivity by plating on oxoid N82 agar at 300  and 42*0 

HEr Matings 

Donor and recipient cultures were grown into log phase 

(108 calls/at) in axoid N82. 0.2*1 of each culture were mixed and 

Incubated at the appropriate temperature for the appropriate time. 

Controls were set up by mixing 0.2*1 of each culture with 0.2*1 of 

oxoid N82 which were incubated with the sating mixtures. Dilutions 

of the eating and control mixtures were made in buffer and 0.1*1. 

plated on selective media. 

atia 

The same method was used as for Hfr crosses. 

A late log phase culture of the recipient was streaked 

down the middle of the selective plate and allowed to dry in. A 



lôopful of a log phase culture of the donor was then streaked across 

the recipient. This method provides its own controls. 

d. P1 transducttons 

The method used was that of WUletts, 1961. 

The recipient was grown in L-broth to 40 Klett units (red 

filter 660sa) approximately 108  cells/al. The cultures were spun 

down and resuspended In 1/10 volume of IS t*yptone. 0.501 of this 

suspension was mixed with 0.5m1 adsorption mixture and 0.5m1 of the 

P1 lysate diluted to S x 101  pIn/al In L-.broth. This gives a a.o.i. 

Of 0.05 and ensures that multiple Infections do not occur. Controls 

were done omitting phage to check reversion rate of bacteria, omitting 

bacteria to check sterility of lysate and omitting both to check 

sterility of media. The mixtures were incubated for 20 minutes at 

310 spun down and washed twice with 5% citrated buffer, resuspended 

In 0.Iasl citrated buffet and plated on selective medium with citrate 

added to 1%, The plates were incubated at the appropriate temper-

ature for 2 days. Later traniductions were done using Vogel/Bonnet 

minimal medium, this medium contains citrate and eliminate* the need 

to add citrate. 

When the marker selected was strA or spc it was necessary 

to allow time for the expression of the recessive gene  (ItrAt or 
spct). This was done by adding the incubated trsnsduction mixture 

to SORLS of 1% cftrated L..broth and growing the culture for 44 hours. 

25m2 of this culture was  then spun down, resuspended in 0.3mls of 

citrated buffer and plated onto two selective plates. 

340 
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it. p$&aCtOa1da!C  aei 

Rea  "ents 

r 	alactosLdase aasaa 

1SOpfOpy1DthtOf$jactopyraflO$jde (XLSa 

1adc up at 	In distilled water, autoclaved at 10 p.e.. 

for 10 tnute. Used at I0t4. 

Ion 	&4a4to 	(CK3) Sig 

Made up at W75 in 1463. 

PUZ (Reducing buffet of Revel, Luria, Rotman, 1961) 

Na2HPO4 5.1; NaHPO4  *6.8g; distilled water 950m1; 

add 10 	MgSQ4  lCmla; 10M POSO4  2o15; s.eercapto... 

ethanol 6, CaTh; make up to 1 1. 

tr&ethyisonLi 	omide (CO 8 (Tyler, 

- Magasanik, 1969). 	Jag/al in distilled water. 

$1uadeo*ycbolate 	) 

1% in distilled water. 

odIua cathonat4 

• U1 solution in 	urea,ft  

SIMEWU aivi tY 

Cultures were grown overnight in minimal medium with. 

IPW (104M), diluted back In the same medium aM grern into log 

phase, The cultures were then appropriately dLluted in minimal 

medium plus CJTATh 0.2a1a, PM3 0.8alrsnd WC 0.01*1 to give a final 

volume of 2.0*Is. Us diItted cultures were Upt In ice. The 

optical den ity of the culture. at 600m was measured In a Zeiss 

pectropbotaate at the time of sampling. The semi es mere 



assayed by adding M/75 CNPG 0.6mls and Incubating at 280C for a 

measured time. When enough colour had developed the reaction was-

stopped by adding iN Na2
CO

3  in 8M urea 1.3ntls. The optical density 

of the sample was measured at 420.tm and 550un using a no cell blank. 

Specific activity is expressed as 

0.0 420m (OD550m X 1.75) 

0D6000n X time of incubation in minutes 

b. Kjnetica of enzyme synthesis 

Sampling was done as for method a. Cultures were grown in 

sidearm flasks and the Llett value (red filter) was recorded at the 

time of each sampling. The enzyme was assayed as for mthod a, and 

the results expressed as a graph of enzyme activityfnil/min against 

Klett value at time of sampling. 

I. Arabinose isornerase Assay 

The method used is essentially that of Cribbe and Bngei.aberg 

(1963). 

M!fltL 

Low phosphate medium (Gross, Engelsberg, 1959) 

KH2PO4  O.3g; %HPO4 0.79; MgSO4  O.lg; (N }14)2SO4  ig; 

cascin hydrolysate lOg; distilled water 1 1. After 

autoclaving 15 p.s.i. 15 minutes add 81 10mg/i; glycerol 

lg/l. For induction L-arablnase (filter sterilised) was 

added to a concentration of 6n*1. 

A85ay Mix 	glycyl glycine buffer pH 7.6 15fml; 

36. 
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M,nCI 2.5&m1; L-arabinose 150i 1ml. 
2 

Hydrochloric acid 	0.114. 

Cysteine hydrochloride 1.5% in distilled water, made 

up fresh for each experiment. 

Sulphuric acid 	70%. 

Carbazole 	0.12% in 95% ethanol. 

Cultures were grown overnight in low phosphate medium (Gross, 

Bngelsberg, 1959) supplemented with glycerol 0.1% and arabinose 6di. 

The cultures were diluted in the same medium to an optical density 

of approximately 6 Klett units (red filter). The cultures were 

grown to about 15 Klett units after which 1.Oml samples were taken, 

at recorded Klett values, into tubes at 0°C. Toluene, 1 drop, was 

added to each sample which was then vortexed for 15 seconds and 

stored at 00C. To two 0.1al aliquots of each sample was added assay 

mix 0.lal and the reaction was allowed to proceed at 3C for a 

measured time between 15 minutes and sixty minutes. The reaction 

was stopped  by adding 0.114 HCX 1.8inls 	An aliquot of the first 

sample in each series was incubated for 0 minutes before the 

addition of MCI to provide a blank for zeroing the Klett. The Li. 

rbuloee produced by the reaction was assayed by the cysteine carba. 

zole method (DLche, I3orenfreund, 1951) • To each sample was added 

1.5% Lucysteine (0,2m1) and, 70% H2SO4  (6.Oml) and the mixture was 

then vortexed to ensure complete mixing. Carbazole solution 0.2ala 

was then added and the mixture was again vortexed. Colour was 

allowed to develop for at least 30 minutes, the colour produced was 

stable for at least another 40 minutes. The colour produced was 
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measured uin a Llctt (ren filter 54(Ln) aft r zeroinE the Klett 

to the blank am le. The result: are expr 8ed in Eraph form as 

Klett unite/hour against lett value at time of am,-ling. 

Cribbs and -ngel,-berg (1963) expresL their results as en-

zyme unit /n total protein. A control experiment thoweci the 

relationship between the klett value of the culture and total pro-

tein, assayed by the method of Lowry, oseborough, Farr, Randall, (1951) 

to be linear in the range u:ed and therefore mea urciient of total 

protein wati not necessary. 

A can be seen from figure bb in result:- section, the 

curves of arabinose ioascrase roduction do not extrapolate to zero 

as one would expect. The most simple explanation for this is that 

the addition of the t. • iN HCX to the blank ample doe: not stop the 

reaction intamtaneously. This would mean that the blank sample is 

not a true zero but includes $ome increment due to rit1ose production 

and so all the experimental valuer would ap ear too low by a constant 

amount. 

g. RNA smtheznis('ato, Von Mcyenberg, 1970) 

Reagents 

Oxoid NO2 	plus uridine 40pg/ml. 

143 	plus uridine 40&g/al; aethionine 20g/al; 

gluco'e 0.2,; B1  lCig/ml. 

Lysis mixture 	01M NaCl; 0.0114 Tris pH 7.5; 

O.C21 LiT; L.5 sodium dodecy3. sulphate (D. ). 

Carrier P.NA yeast MA 5(e/ml. 

Trichloroaceti.c acid (TCA) 3M and 
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1lip2re4Aters 	254 0.451& pore size. 

Scintillont 	flBOT (Ciba) 4g/1 toluene. 

Uridinc label 	5' tritiated (Anerslwn) used at 

The method used is that described by Pato and von ?4eyenberg 

(1.910). 

Cultures were grown overnight at 300C In oxoid NB2 plus 40 

Pe/ml uridine or t163 plus 40g/nl uridine. Cultures were diluted 

back into sane medium and grown to 25 Llett units (rod filter) at 

300C. A 2.tl sample was taken into a small flask and the main 

culture transferred to 420C. To the 2.0n1 sample at 30°C was added 

simultaneously 3H uridine to a final concentration of 2.5iCi/ml and 

rifacipiciri to Z(Xg/uil. The uridine was labelled at the 3 position 

of the pyrinidine ring to minimise the entry of label Into 1I&. After 

the mains ilture had been growing at 430  for about one generation, a 

20 ml sample was taken and labelled at 420C in the same way as the 

first saaple. 

Samples from the labelling culturd were taken and assayed as 

described by Breast and Yuan (1.968). Samples (Q.thJ) were taken 

every 30 sends for the first 6 minutes after addition of label and 

then every minute until 15 minutes after addition, of label. The 

samples were taken into 0.Sels of 1is mixture at I00C and were held 

at 1000C for 3 minutes. The samples were then cooled to room 

temperature 1.Oml of a 5OiaJal nolutlon of yeast RNA was added as 

carrier. The MA was then precipitated with 0.5inl of 3U TCA. The 

RNA was then collected on Hillipore filters which were washed with 



4 z 5z1 0OIM TCA dried and counted tathg aaar acintiliant in a am 

Packard counter. 

h. Aqjg for 	slMus  

The method used was a modification of that described by 

iL(j969). 

13 	supplemented with glucose 0.2%; B1  lawal 

methianine 	/ml; arginine 2Og/m1; thymine 

0CLg/m1; uridine 4Og/ml. 

Ltidige and Loucine labels 	S 3H uridine 2. SpCi/ml 

leuctue 0.01 i/*1, 

5%. 

than 	70%. 

jni11nnt 	980? (CIBA) in toluene 4g/1. 

ilillipretltera 	25mm 0.450 pore site. 

cultures were  grown overnight in M63 supplemented with 

glucose 0.2%; methionine and arginina 20g/nil; thymine 'l0(g/m2; 

and uridine 4g/mi. Cultures were dulltted fifty-fold in the name 

medium and grown for four hours at 300C with shaking. Two 1.0ml 

samples from each culture were spun down, washed twice in the urns 

medium without metbionine, resuspended. in 1.CZ of the same medium 

without asthionine and incubated at 300C for twenty minutes. 

leucine o.oaci/ni end 3Hurid.the 2.541Jmj were then added and the 

cultures incubated at 30°C for a further thirty minutes. Ice cold 

5% TCA, 5mm, was then added to each culture to precipitate ptotein 

40. 
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III Conattugtioa at strom. 

Kaketa are ontant alleles unless aark.d. 

!al at.90  11LAJ  it  (str4 dzivative of W1655 Lederbeeg and L.dexbetg 

1953). 

W$32 sets. Us,833 Selected as tac on lutosi tetrazolia 

after UV aitagenesi. IT. Tsuji unpublished). 

133$ P.Es 11LAp ! CfeW Saise selection as W132. 

WK3O setS, A, ! cys855 alt-i. Spontsseons Ats' of L1.22 selected 

on sininal arebiasse at 300C (2.11.6). 

!!L 5!. LtE,. ! £E2L U.2. Spontaneous Arsi of LfiU selected on 

ednisal arabisoss at 30C. (2.1I.a), 

!.0 thyA derivative of 1M by trisetbopris aethed (2.1.1). 

WE57 sets' £Z!. 	 . WO sated with D*07 (transfers 

euly see fig. 1, section 2.0 selecting Met4  riossbt,.iits. *t 

recoinsats checked for 	by streaking on oxoid agar at 300C, 420C 

and for EZf by their Irreversibility by l0 cAMP. 

W4 sets, 

 

sit-1 	(strains derived Eros K 1655 axe D. 
21 transduced with lyeate Eros Kris 	 j! selecting 

Thy traniductanta. ?ransductsnta were checked for cstransdvction of 

27/100 veri also 	Ten thy 	were checked for z!L 
status and 4 were 	to a parallel cross using a late Eros an 

isogeidc 	strain 11/100 thy were AW and 10fl0 of these were 

!! 	!1! SWILS sE! LVA IM *1*4 11 fl30 21 transduced with a 

lysate Eros W583 (VJ1 NP. ka TALLCOMMIX 9116,AK CD .864 fin93 
selecting. 33 tranaductant. were purified and this streaked onto 

animal, Ut, lac, zyl, gly at 300C and 430C. 1/23 grew on mis ira but 

tLÔt leG, zyl sod sly at 300C, none of the 23 grew as any of the carbon 

42. 



sources at 420C. One of the 3 which was Ara1  Lac at 300C was shown 

to contain p868 in two ways. Firstly it Could give Lac*  in the 'ç 

Presence of CAMP only when infected with 11P41 which covers the crp 

region (Pig. I section 2.1V), secondly the Sa market could be rescued 

with the phage P1 into W211 yielding sr Ara tranaductants. 

11.68.6ys 86 c' crt868 	slth la W57 P1 transduced with lyaste from 

W283 selecting Spc'. 4/32 5r  were Ara4 Lac*  Xy1 Gly at 30°C and 

did not grow on any of these sugars at 42°C. The Lac phenotype 

could be restored by infection with rLP41. 

WE93 setS cva855 crp868 altul 	strA 	Spontaneous G1y'  

selected from *84 as a red sector on MacCankey glycerol agar. The 

strain remained Ars', Lac-0  Xyl and s1t4. The SIL marker asps near 

aetB, 12/16 Met tranaductants using P1 lysate from CA8000 (wild type 

strain) were also G1p. These figures an in good agreement with 

Berman (1971) for the cotransduction of 	with setB. This 

mutation If possiWy a 	promoter mutation asking it independent of 

the crpcAMP system. 

W294cia £E2A8 alt-1 SkstrA. Spontaneous 01p derivative of W86 

by same method as W193. The strain remained Ara' Lac 40 

Xy1 alt4. The 

strain could not be checked for cotransduction of the iz market with 

aetB U the strain is already sets'  but there is no reason to suppose 

It is not similar to the W93 mutation. 

43. 
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WZ8I. 	aet8 	E&*PCT  etrr !!2I 	') 

	

r37 CJc411, j 	1st8  

"--.*-PI trsndduction with lysate from WZ38 (aetB 

8tt3  5C Su) selecting $pc  screened 

Done by 	 for str11. 

AJI02 (his 1"7eetB ati, . Cr __ __ 

	

- -__ 	 ___ 

A.B. Silvarstone 	Mated with 1)8016 flfr Cavalli (WB 

I

.tr5  selecting a*pr,  screened for Ara Lou. * 

	

L WZ70 (MetB srgf 	 aap ( 1acy) 

Mated with CA8000 (wild type) selecting Lac 

I

on ainIi lactose + c..AMP. 
+ W72 (ar 	meta 

	
his epcr  str8  sapc  lacy) 

P1 transduction with lysMe Eros WZ25 (2: 

itt') selecting Ste, screened for its, only 

get Axg
+ 
 Art

+ 
 recombinants with V241 in pre* 

since of CAMP. 

-44 	4p 	r 	r 	r WZ1 	setfl 	cys S M spc 11 C sap) 

Mated with *41 (HfrL16 	A-&! rcA$6 

- spc strt) selecting 1*'  3/8 had also become 

PIUS Sensitive (Lee). 
- - - 	r r r WZ8I 	*etfl 	crp 	str. sap recA56) 
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IV Strsin unotypea ad-=ms 

Strain -Gonotype. All sitters ureontant silsies eRcept shete sbn 	
. 

SarCe 

$ZU t8ettA, 11653. 	Lederberg, 
Ledezbetg, 1933. 

1222 sets. .*AxA 	eel, UV on 17.11. T. Tsuji 

$223 !c!. !tr4.  MAP E. UV on $211. T. Tsuji 

$230 tfl. 	 , alt4 Aza4r.,ertant-1222 

$7.31 gmgM strA 	 ta-2 *rsre,ertsnt-$225 

*233 agpstrA eel cis8SS alt-i thy !LA VZ3D 

*7.35 SLO str& p.1 cMW stt.4 thyA Lcv tby(ne requIring 
derivative *233 

125? 9LV.A  ELI. *1t1 $230 z 1)8007 tole ct 
list,  

$261 .etB 	 jet' *7.33 P11P58 select 

$28' .ta. 	, sxa. 	 ,  Fem JC4I 

$283 oetB arS 033, $ , s1d £s 	biso  V1*CPXOZIU PECS JC411 

1284 9WRA , 	 , 1230 P1 1283 select 

$2.86 , a1t4. *237 P1 1283 select 

- 	strA. 	 '.!L' 
$294 

- 
str&. £E' alt-i, a 	 - dy. revertant $7.86 
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Strain Genotype. 	All markets mutant alleles except where sbm Source 

XLPZ leir ar 	hLs 	setB 	lac 	strA recA56'/LLP2 -- Lw 1968 

1P41 leu Mf his 	metli' lac 	r 	strA recA/KLP41 LOW 1988 

CAS= fiftH 	lac 	titrA Beckwith 

ED1002 lift Vlac proXUt integrated P+s  2.ac evc etr5  Masters Broda 1971 

EDIO09 lift V1acroXflI integrated F+e Inc Svc sr5  Mzstete Broda 1911 

£D1015 Mfr V1acproX1II integrated 	 str3  Masters lizoda 1971 

D1019 Hit VlacproXXII integrated F.s lac si,c ate8  Masters Brads 1971 

1)8001 Bit GID his stt5  )iatney Erwin 
GoldscMidt 1963 

NP58 YwetB at 	tel.4 	W1635 derivative PIlL 1969 

!1P59 P 	tB arzA 	tel 	W1635 derivative PIlL 1989 

JG4I lift LLI6 the his recA56 2pc atrA Gross 



Mal A 
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V. 14nkae nan of 	ShMAOM relevant *UI* af drectIon and 

ortgn AL Wgn P1s used (Pig. 1) 

Genetic lad follow standard abbreviations (Taylor, Trotter, 

1972) 	is the genetic locus for adenyl cyclase. (Yokota, Gate, 

1970); 	is th f ON gene producing a protein necessary 

for the transcription of cstabolit* sensitive operons (Scbwstts, øeck- 

with, 1910; Perlman t *1, 1970); 	is the UOU for the te*rature 

sensitive factor discussed in text. 

Tht P KLEZ does not transfer AttA (Low, 1968). The KZP2 

donor B11012 (' ( AW7 *etB' 	iP1 	AUR.•) Was 

chocked for transfer of strA by 40129 it with W238 (' me Lt4 
spc' ') and se1ecting Avg*  recolbinant, on aininal glucose 

plates, the donor was, selected against with the j 	markers. If 

2 transferred et& thin reoabinLt 4rj' clones should throw off 

ne clones by honoginotlast Ion between the chroaoeonal ate' end the 

anisomal tr mashers. Pour independent Atg4' clones were tested by 

streaking them onto osOid plates with and without streptcsycin, none of 

then gave any $trAt  coloóiee. The position of the IM gene was con.. 

firmed to sap near st!Al. in the construction of strain WZ80 (P bis 

me male Yjac proxfll 	r 	
cy 855 cxp8) and auo 

close to 	in construction of WZM, The me market was P1 cotrane.. 

ducible with Lla, No accurate figure could be put on the cotransdnction 

frequency due to the need to allow for phenotypic lag in  the expression 

of streptosycin reaist e, one cannot therefore be sure that all the 

clones selected originated from Indepenftat tranaductionsi event a • A 

technique was developed for the easy Idantiftcstjon of Age tw*sducts. 

Streptonycth tee latent tranthictant, were selected an ars nose tetra.. 
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zoUus c-APP streptanycin plates Clonee which have also becone af 
will appear as dark:red as they will not be *aide Azs4  by the cMIP. 01 

four colonies picked as dark red all four were 	as shown in that 

the Are' phenotype can be restored if the strain is infected with 

*1P41 in the presence of c-Ase. Since when selecting only for, strepto-

mycin resistance only about 10% of these becoes also SIC this nethod 

Is obviously vet, efficient in obtaining SEC traneductante. 

The 53p$68 strain W225 has been shown to have at least a six.. 

fold reduction in e.A3IP binding activity as compered with WEll (l1en, 

HeederscM, personal camsinication). 

The Smasr strain WZ32 has at nest a very UM level of c.MP 

($%) end possibly none at all (SUverston., Gonen, Scaile, 1972). 
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DART 3 	ZPERIII2NTAL STtZES 

I.etimeflta*!rLon*le 

Since EE( and  sm7  mutations affect  the expression of genes 

at the level of transcription they should be a good starting point for 

the selection at mutations affecting transcription in other ways. 

As revertsnts selected from a 	or * cro strain could 

arise in $ usedser of ways. They could arise by back mutation to 

or 	or by mutations of the M3type (Section llI,g) in the 

aCK promoter circumventing the need for the ap CAMP complex. The 

first clue can be eliminated by showing that the reversion mutation 

does not sap in the genes M or f.M the second by showing that the 

reversion is pleictropic for otbr sugars as a mutation in the era 

promoter will not affect expression of other operons. 

A third class which will be pisiotropic for the utiUsation 

Of a nuer of sugars can be d-ivided into two major subclasses. A 

subclass with a change in a subunit of the RNA polymerase so that it 

can recognis0 promoters more ef.fk Lent ly without the crp.cAM? complex. 

An alteration in a protein so that it can stimulate polymesase binding 

either in a way analogous to sigma or the cap cAMP system. 

It is also possible that this selection will provide 

mutations which affect the translational process so that the low 

level of aRNA wade in me  or  g strains (2% wild type) will be 

more efficiently translated giving a high enough level of the arab-

those ensymes to psrett growth. 

revertants of sil or  w7  mutants could therefore be 

a rich some* of secondary mutations of great relevance to our 
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understanding the mechanism of gene expression. I also reasoned that 

investigation of the secondary mutations would be much easier if they 

conferred an additional property on the cell as a whole. I therefore 

undertook to seek Ara' revertants whose growth on rich medium was in-

hibited at 420c. 

IX. Isolation of A 	revertants from aya and ctp' strains 

Revertants of sz and  EEl strains were isolated on 

appropriately supplemented minimal medium containing arabinose as sole 

carbon source (Section 2.II.a). Ara'  revertants of WZ22 (C) were 

tested for temperature sensitivity by plating for single colonies on 

oxoid agar at 30°C aM 420C. Pour independent clones gave respectively 

/1l, 1/329  4/32 and 3/32 temperature-sensitive Ara'  revertants, showing 

that the Ara phenotype can be commonly restored by mutation(s) con-

comitantly rendering the attain temperature-sensitive. 

Ara'  revertants of one clone of WZ25 (EEl) were tested and 

3/8  were temperature sensitive. All the temperature sensitive re-

vertants had regained the ability to express other CataboUte sensitive 

genes becoming Lac' Zi'  Mal'  Gly'. Some of the temperature resistant 

revertants were positive only for arabinose utiUsation and are pro-

bably mutants in the ara promoter circumventing the need for the crp 

CAMP system. 

III Genetic characterisation of alt-i and te2 

For reasons which will become clear later in this thesis the 

£(mutation in WZ30 (Es") has been called alt-1 (alternative path- 

way for the expression of catabolite sensitive genes). The temperature 
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sensitive mutation in 11131 (g' LGO has been outed W a. it has 

not definitely been established to be a mutation of the 	class. 

a. HEr sapping 

In order to prove that the sl-i and U2 mutations chosen 

for atisly were not in the cm or M genes, it was necessary to show 

that they map at different points on the chromosome. Approximate 

sapping of the pit-i and ts2 loct was done using four lift strains 

(Mast.,., firoda, 1971) E)10029  EDIOO90  EDIOIS and BD1039 whose origins 

and direction of transfer are sheen in figure 1 (section 2. IV), This 

preliainary sapping placed both alt-1 and ts2 between the origins of 

ED1000 and ED1CO2, (Table 1) between 61 and 65 minutes of the chroso 

some, 

As stlectIvS etreptoaaydn resistant recombinants may In. 

S luence the recombinants,  obtained by forcing recombination events to 

occur in the region of the Hits transferred very early (Ufrs are 

streptosycin sensitive) it was decided to check WZ30 using a method 

not dependent on a streptomycin caanterselecticn. From crosses of 

11130 against Hits, BD1CO9 and 13D1002 dilutions were plated onto 

athiesi glucose 	plates, on which nither the z' donors not the 

setH recIpient will grom. The Met recosbinants were selected at 

30c. In the cross 11230, D1L)09 the majority (69/105) of tin M.te 

recombthsnts were also 	. fly contrast none (01105) of the MetH 

recombinants in the cross WZ30, P01002 were 

To ensure the validity of those results and to prove that 

the 	locus is not in the UZ gene the origins and ability to 

transfer sj of the Hire EDIOOZ and BDI009 was checked. Table 2 
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shows that strain 13D1009 transfers argG early followed by metB 

whereas ED1002 transfers argG at a low frequency as a terminal marker. 

When Met*  recombinants of a cross WZ25 (EEj rnet8) BD1002 are ob. 

tamed a large proportion of them (90/109) also become Lac Ara*  and 

the'efore must be 	'. Since we know that the sm marker maps close 
to metB (Yokota, Got., 1970) and that FD1002 transfers EM early but 

not alt-i thenalt-1 cannot be in either the cys orgenes. The 

(and 	) mutations map in the arg( region of the chromosome bet- 

ween the origins BD1002 and flDlCO9. 

b. F prime mapping 

To check the position of the alt-1 marker in WZ30 and ts2 

marker in NZ31 they were mated against a KLF2 donor. This is an P 

factor carrying the argG region of the chromosome (Pig. 1, Section 2. 

V). 	The strain carrying the KLP2 episome is recA thus it will only 

transfer the episome since Hfrs are very rarely generated in recA 

strains. Consequently if the KLF2 donor gives Ts recombinants with 

alt-1 and ts2 these mutations must be in the small chromosomal segment 

on the episome. The episome KLF2 transfers alt-i ts2 and argG to 

suitable recipients in compatible numbers (table 3) showing that the 

alt-1 and ts2 mutations both map in the small region of the chromo-

some carried by KLP2. 



TABLE 1 

Transfer ft bj Hfr 'a k3D1002, ED1009 EDI015 and BD1039 

- 

RECIPIENT 

IU) WZ3I. (crp 	ts2) 

DONOR 

EDIOO2 - 
ED1009 + + 
ED1O1S - * 
ED1039 

------- 	___4__ 

- - 
-- 

= ta recombinants which were at least a hundred-fold 

higher than 

- 	110 ts recombinants 

Mating mixtures were incubated for 30' at 300C, diluted, 

spread on oxoid agar plus streptomycin (to select against 

donors) and incubated at 42°C. 

53. 



TABLE a 

Tnnfer i mate ariGofjfSr 13D1003 stdBD1CO9 

XtEIDINANTS OBTAINED P13ft Lit 

OP TIM UA?flZ i41X?UTtB. 

m Arg Met 

BDLOO9 1.3m 106 1X105 

EDI002 
- 	 -_:_ 

1.32 104 2 
- 

x 10 
-- 	---*------ 	- 

The two dime were aated against WZ37 (j' letr metB 

argf strA*  au*). Rating mixtures were incubated for 

30' at 370C, dilutions were plated onto minimal Glucose 

his Leu eat  to select for Arg and minisal glucose 

his ieu erg 8 for Met'. Donors were selected against 

by the absence of pxoltne from the medium. 

$4. 
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TABLE 3 

Transfer of TS Arg by KLF2 donor 

0.lml of culture plated 
after dilution. 

Recipient 	 Phenotype 	
1 

	

strain 	Treatment selected 100 	 _2  10 	lO 

	

WZ 30 	mated 	TS 	>1000 	97 	2 

	

WZ 30 	unmated 	TS 	 27 	2 	1 

	

WZ 31 	mated 	TS 	>1000 	99 	7 

	

WZ 31 	unmated 	TS 	 23 	4 	2 

	

WZ 37 	mated 	Arg 	unco ot 500 1 

	

WZ 37 	unmated 	Arg 	0 	0 	0 

/ 

KLF2 donor (E11012) his leu metB argG recA56 strAr/FdargG+  argR 

Recipients: WZ 30 	cya altl metB strAr 

WZ 31 	crp tS2 metB strAr 

- - - - r + 
WZ 37 his leu metB argG strA su 

Mating mixtures were incubated for 2 hours at 30°C. 

TS+ recombinants were selected on minimal glu, met, B1  pates, donor 

+ 
counterselected against with leu his markers Arg recombinants 

selected on minimal glucose, his, met, leu, B1  MMS plates (MMS, methyl 	•• 

methane sulphonate selects against donor as recA strains, do not grow 

on this compound). 	 I 	• 

WZ 30 and WZ 31 control numbers are obtained by plating dilutions of 

unmated cultures of these strains. 

* 
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c. Transfer of alti to KLF2 by homogenotisatlon 

In order to manipulate the alt-i marker in NZ30 I tried to 

isolate a ICLF2 episome carrying alt-1. This wao done by introducing 

KLP2 into WZ30 (section 3,111 ,b). Sixteen independent temperature 

resistant clones were thus obtained. They were purified and then 

streaked to single colonies on oxoid agar at 300C. Each of these 

should have the genotype alt-1/KLP2 alt4 but should occasionally give 

rise to alt-l/KLP2 alt-i homogenotes. On mating, a bouLogenote should 

be able to convert a 	j recA strain to Ara4  at 300C solely by 

transfer of its recombinant KLPZ. Note that, except under the 

special circumstances discussed below, a vecA7 strain cannot generate 

recombinants for extraiuepisomsl chromosomal genes mobilised by ICLP2. 

The yield of derivatives inheriting the autonomous P..prime factor, on 

the other hand, is virtually unaffected by the recA mutation. Thus 

the donor culture should give Ara 
4. 
recombinants at a low frequency 

reflecting the number of alt-l/KLF2 alt-1 homogenotes in the population. 

A colony from each of the sixteen TS clones was tested for transfer 

of Ag and ArgAra to WZ81 (, metB E 	spct strAt anpr 

recA56). Twelve of the sixteen TS*  clones gave Avg*  recombinants, 

the other four, which could not were probably T? revertants of WZ30. 

Six of the Arg'  donors gave Avg*  Ara'  recombinants. The &rg'  Are4  

recombinants occured at a much lower frequency (less than 0.1%) than 

the Arg4  recombinants as expected if each colony contained only a 

small proportion of a1t-I/1122 alt-1 homogenotes. Of eight Avg*  

recombinants tested all were nuLt recA". By contrast of eight Arg'  

Are'  recombinants seven were also rec', (like the donor and recipient 

they were all still aet) implying that in order to become Ara'  the 
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recombinants must receive rec4  from the donor. Apparently, Ara*  re-

combinants can only be obtained if part of the donor chromosome is 

inherited by WZBI, with a consequent necessity for the recombinant 

cells to become at least transiently cA*. This suggests that for 

alt-i to be expressed, it must be associated with a second mutation 

outside the chromosonrnt segment of ICLP2. It should be remembered 

at this point that 1Z82 is derived from lIZ37 (JC411) whereas the alt-i 

mutation was isolated in a W1635 strain. It may be possible that 

11655 harbours a cryptic gene, necessary for alt-1 expression that is 

different in WZ37 strains. This anomaly does not basically affect 

the results shown later of the effects of the alt-i mutation on RNA 

synthesis and the expression of cataboiite sensitive genes. The 

cryptic gene need not necessarily have been mutated to permit ex-

pression of the Alt-i phenotype. The frequency at which TS 

revertants arise (1 x 16_6) argues against a double mutation having 

occured. I intend to try and establish and map the second locus. 

The second locus could have been mutated during the isolation 

of WZ22 which was isolated after liv mutagenesis of WZI1. If this is, 

true, it should be possible to cross it out with a P1 late of WZ11 

(see discussion section 4). 

IV The alt l mutation  affect8gosaRNAsynthesis 

a. The affect of alt 3. on growth 

The strains IZ3O 	alt-1) and 1231 ( g  Vcannot  form 

single colonies on rich or minimal agar at 420C. The temperature 

sensitivity of strain W230 during growth in nutrient broth (Oxoid) is 

shown in figure 2. Its growth begins to slow down after about one 

generation while 	 and WZ22 (sri 	') are not 
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inhibited after two or three generations. The temperature sensitive 

evertant (tS2) of WZ25 () also abuts off in the same time when 

grown in Oxoid broth (not shown). When strains WZ30 and 'WZ3I. are 

grown in liquid minimal medium growth does not show Lany inhibition 

after a shift to 42°C for three or four generations. Nevertheless, 

they do not form colonies when grown on minimal agar. The temperature 

sensitive lesion seems to involve metabolic processes which are used 

for growth in rich medium (catabolic) but at least one essential 

function operating in both rith and minimal media must be affected. 

b. The effect of alt 1 on DNA and RNA synthesis 

As it was hoped that our selection procedure would provide 

mutatbns which affected RNA synthesis it was necessary to see if 

alt-i was in fact an RNA synthesis mutation. Accumulation of radio-

isotope into DNA and RNA indicates that RNA synthesis is primarily 

affectedby the alt-1 mutation (Figure 3). Following a shift to 

420C accumulation of 3  H into RNA in WZ35 (a low thymine requiring 

derivative of WZ30 ICA alt-l) is severely reduced in less than a 

quarter of a generation while DNA synthesis continues for nearly a 

whole generation. From this experiment it is clear that RNA syn-

thesis in affected before DNA synthesis. 

Is the alt-iproduct directly involved in RNA synthesis? 

Studies reported in subsequent sections of this thesis lead us to 

believe it is. 
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Legend to Figure 2 

Growth of strains in Oxoid broth 

The strains were grown in oxoid broth in side-arm flasks 

at 300C, at the point indicated by the arrow half of each culture 

was transferred to a pre-warmed flask and incubated at 420C. 

Growth of the cultures was followed using a Klett colorimeter with 

a red filter (660m). During the course of the experiment cultures 

were diluted back into pre-warmed medium to keep them growing ex-

ponentially. 

£ WZII at 420C. 

WZ1I at :300 

. WZ30 at 42°  

WZ30 at 300 

WZ22 at 420  

WZ22 at 300 
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Legend to Figure., 3 	. •. . 	 . 	 ... 	. 

Continuous labelling of RNA and DNA in WZ3S 

WZ35 is a low thymine requiring (i0pgnVml) derivative of. 

WZ30, it was obtained as described in, methods. A low thymine red. 

qu*Ung strain is necessary to ensure adequate entry of 	thymine 

Into DNA. . Strains which are LhE do not take up thymine and there-

fore DNA is not labelled. 

Scales on the ordinate are: 

Growth in Klètt units (red filter) 

RNA in 3 
 H counts per20' x 	 . 

DNA. in 3
14counts per 20' 	3.0 	 . 

WZ3S was: grown overnight at 300C in 0*oid N132. plus l0g/mi thymine. 

The culture was diluted into three flasks one containing 0*oid NEZ, 

iOp.g/rn.l thymine, one containing Oxoid NB2, . i0g/m1 thymine 1 3 H uracil 

(.25 3"  pCi/ml) and One containing Oxoid N132, thymine 1oig/m1, H. thymine 

(1.4Ci/inl). The cultures were grow for several generations at 309C 

to obtain a linear rate of entry of labelled precursors and then di'. 

. . 	lutèd in the same media to about . 5 Klétt units. The optical density 

of the culture without label was followed on a Klett colorirteter. 

At intervals 0.1 ml samples of the labelled cultures were 

applied to 3M)1, 2.4 cm. Whalinan filter discs which were immediately 

dropped into a large Volume of ice-cold 5% TCA. After two bouts in 

the TCA the filter discs were washed twice with acetone, dried, and 

counted in BB(ir scintlUant in a Packard Tri-carb liquid-  scintillation 

counter. At the point indicated by the arrow all three cultures were 

switched to 42061W 
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C. The alt 1 product preferentially affects synthesis of unstable 

RNAscies. 

The technique of Pato and Von Meyenberg (1970) enables one to 

distinguish between stable and unstable RNA synthesis in vivo. 

Following the simultaneous administration of 3}l-uridine and rifampicin 

to a growing (ru-a) bacteria], culture only those RNA polymerase mole-

cules that have started transcribing are able to incorporate label 

into RNA. This is because the rifaiapicin inhibits further initiation 

of transcription. Thus RNA synthesis causes after rounds of trans-

cription in progress have been completed. The peak, which is 

reached in 2-4 minutes, contains both a stable and an unstable RNA 

fraction. The unstable fraction is broken down until a plateau Is 

reached which corresponds to the stable fraction, the plateau is 

reached in about 10 minutes. 

The synthesis of stable and unstable RNA species in an 4trl 

strain was measured by this technique. I compared their synthesis 

before and after switching the growing culture to 420C. The effect 

of the temperature shift on WZ30Cy alt-1 ) growing in broth is 

shown in Figure 4a. It can be seen that following the temperature 

shift we no longer see the peak of unstable RNA* I attribute the 

loss of the unstable peak to the alt-1 mutation since the alt*  parent 

of WZ30 (WZ22) continues to synthesise normal amounts of unstable 

RNA at 420C in broth, Figure 4b, 

Thus a major species of unstable RNA either depends for its 

synthesis on an intact alt-1 product, or is degraded such Laster when 

alt-1 is inactive. 

By contrast, In cultures of WZ3O grown in minimal medium and 
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shifted to 420C I continue to see a peak of unstable RNA, Figure 4a. 

The most obvious explanation for these results is that alt-1 is a 

factor necessary for the synthesis of catabolic enzymes needed to 

break down the complex nutrients in broth. In minimal medium the 

Jority of enzymes needed will be anabolic and so will be unaffected 

by alt-i. 

There is a formal possibility the alt-1 product is a nuclease 

which becomes very active ('wild') at 420C and rapidly degrades the 

class of unstable RNA made in broth. I consider this possibility to 

be unlikely for several reasons. Firstly1  heterodiploid alt-1/alt4  

strains are temperature-resistant, (section 3,III,b), one would ex- 

pect a 'wild' nuclease to be dominant not recessive. Secondly, the 

-gz level in WZ30 (alt-l) at 420C is the same as its parent WZ22 

(jCa at 420C, that is about 2% of wild type level (section 3,V). 

One would expect a 'wild' nuclease to reduce the level to zero. 

Thirdly, WZ37alt-1) shows a 3-.gz level of about 50% wild type 

at both 30oC and 42°C (section 3,V), if alt-i was a 'wild' nuclease, 

one would expect it to be indpendent of the cya allele and -gz 

levels in WZ51-  at 42°C to be near zero. 
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Legend to £igures 4 ab,c. 

The alt-1 product affects-unstable RNA synthesis 

The experiments were performed as described in methods 

(section 2,II,g). Results are expressed as a percentage of the 

average plateau value for the experiment against time of sampling 

after addition of 3Huridine rifampicin mixture. 

In absolute terms the counts obtained at 420  were in all 

C&8C8 higher than those obtained at 30°. For several reasons it was 

considered unadvisable to compare the absolute numbers. The cell 

density of the cultures when labelled at 42 was higher than those 

used at 30 
0 and so more labelled precursor would be incorporated per 

unit time. Because more of the cold uridine would have been in-

corporated before sampling at 42 than when sampling at 30°, the 

specific activity of the uridine pool would be higher by an unknown 

factor. As the growth rate is higher at 42°  than at 30 9  the rate 

0 	 0 
of incorporation would be higher at 42 than at 30 

63. 
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ti, The effect of reX status on alt-I suppression 

ecent reports on a factor 'yr involved in the transcription of 

ribosoniai, RNA cistrons (Travers, Kamen, Scheif, 1970) (section l,VIX, 

f), and the involvement of a small nucleotide guanosine tetraphosphate 

(pjpp) possibly analogous to C-AMP in the function of the rel gene 

(Cashel, Gallant, 1909) suggested that an aiteredi(r factor may be 

responsible for the alt-1 suppression. W1655 (metS) called WZ1I in 

the strain list, from whichthe 	strains are derived is ref 

(ribosomal RNA synthesis is not stringently controlled) and it was 

therefore decided to construct rel derivatives of WZ30 to see if this 

had any affect on 3agalactosidase synthesis or the temperature sénsi.. 

tivity of i-L 

As can be seen from Table 4 that all four rel,  traniductanta 

were still temperature, denitive whenstreakèd onto oxotdagax. The 

rel genotype did not affect the levels of f3.'gaiactosic1ase as all 

twenty transtiuctants tested whether kel or ref .gave enzyme levels 

comparible to WZ30 (cya alt-i rel). The possibility of hr being 

involved in alt-i suppression is therefore unlikely althugh • final 

proof of showing no change in the kinetics of RNA synthesis has not 

been obtained. • 
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Number of Number ofrel 
transductant8 Number - still Ts 

tested* (aft!) 

P1 lysate from - - 

£r stn 10 - 	4 4 	- 

P1 1sate from - 	 - 	- 

strain 	10 

The- assays for rel status were done as described in 

methods (section 29IX,h). 

The transduction of', the tel locus was performed as 

described in strain construction (section 



V. SpPreasLonbithe sit-i 

In the preceding section, 1 have presented evidence that in 

strains with the alt-1 mutation the synthesis of a class of unstable 

PM molecules is temperature sensitive. This property I attribute 

to the *t  mutation itself since In the 5 parent UM synthesis 

is not temperature-sensitive. Can the ability of a 's Ca pit-i  strain 

to grow on lactose and arabinose also be attributed to the alt-I 

imitation? Two thee of evidence support tbio conclusion. Firstly, 

temperaturcresistant revertants (6e0/660) and recombinants (69/69) 

of WZ3) concomitantly become Ara. Secondly, I can show that the 

increased potential for -gz and arabinose teomerase synthesis in 

alt-i strains is observed only at the permissive temperature, 

Implying that synthesis of these enzymes Lo mediated by a heat labile 

(sit-i) protein. As can be seen from table 59  Mt-IL suppresses the 

imitation in 11Z30 about Live-fold gaising the level from around 

3% to abont 15% of wild type. The suppression by clt4 is temperature 

sensitive, the level of (..gs in WZ30 at 430C As reduced to that of 

WZ22 the parent (Table 5 aM Figure 50. 

The results of the .gz assays in the presence of lO 	CAMP 

show some unexpected traits (Table 5). CMIP only partly restores 

the level of -gz with WZZ', one would expect the restoration of a 

normal crp-CAZ4P system to fully restore -gz levels as with WZ22. This 

suggests that a44 In sore way interferes with the normal trans-

cription, process. This visw is confirmed with W257 (ys 

where restoration of it normal crp.cAMP system raised P.SS levels to 

only 50% of wild type levels. One would expet this interference to 

be removed when the assay Is done at 420C with WZ37 but this does not 
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happen. It could be possible that a stable temrrature resistant 

complex Is  

a. !s..the AL -1 protein atranscription. facjor. 

Suppression by aitl could occur in at least two ways. We 

could suppose that the alt gene product is directly involved in the ; 

transcription process. Thus when an ai mutant growing at 300C 

is raised to 420C the mutant protein As inactivated and transcription 

stops. if this is true thenone would expect 1A synthesis to res-

pond rapidly to the shift-up at a rate determined by the rate of IMA 
protein Imetivation.L Alternativellpq  the nit-1,  gene product could 

be an enzyme responsible for the production of a email effector mole. 

cule analogous to SAM?. In. this case one- would expect the response 

to temperature to be slower since it Would depend on the dilution of 

the effector molecule during growth and call division, To distin-

guish these hypotheses, I measured the rate at which -gz synthesis-

changes 

nthesin

changes during a shift from 300C to 4 0C (Figures, 5*, Lb). 

The rate of production of 3gr in lIZ22 at 30°  and 420C are 

the. same and at a low level, this is expected as WZ22 is the same as 

WZII except for the 	marker. Strain ;30 shows a rate of 

ànzyme production five-fold higher at. 300  than its parent wzaa. 

Vbwever, after • switching to-420  C there is a rapid fall In the rate • 

of enae production to a lel compatible with WZ2. • Note that• 

P- 	synthesis in NZ22 sind tZil, its wild type parent, are not 

affected by tcnp*tature shift (Figures $a, SW. The fall ifl the 

rate of .g: production by WZ30 is very rapid being complete In 15 

minutes (long before the cell mass has. doubled (Figure $*)). Thus 



TABUIS 

a1actoa.dase levels and their response to cAMP and 

temperature inya crp and alt--I-strains. 

strain 
fte1avnt 
Genotype 

300 

CAMP cMIP CAMP 

IZll E! lOt) 100 100 

JZ22 ut4  3.2 103 3.3 

VIZ2$ sit 2.1 2.6 3.0 

1Z30 alt-1 1$ 33 3.2 

IZ37 iit-1 47 48 46 

Results are expressed as a percentage of wild type levels 

wider the conditions of the assay. 

As*ys were performed as described in materials and methods 

(section 291! ,e), C-AMP was added to * final concentration 

of 1D. 

The wild type strain WZU produces alaiost twice as such p. 

gatactoidaae in the presence of cAZP due to relief of 

catabolite repression in the glucose grown cultures. It 

was not possible to do the assays on glycerol grown cultures 

as WZ22 and NZ33 do not grow on. glycerol. 
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we favour the view that the lit-i gene product is a protein directly &' 

involved in transcription. U the Alt-l: gene product produced an 

effector molecule one would predict a much slower change in the rate 

Of enzyme synthesis reflecting the dilution of the effector. 

From thee results it was concluded that alt-1 is probably 

a protein which is rapidly inactivated at 42°C. It has a function 

which in vital to the cell as the strain Is tenperature..eensitLve for 

growth on both rich and minimal media. The temperature-sensitive 

form of the ,  protein In used by catabolic systems as growth stops 

much more rapidly in rich tdiu* than minimal. No prediction 43n be 

made about its essential functions. The altered form can be used to 

maintain growth for a considerable period after it has ceased to be 

used for catabolic aystet2s, but this activity is not enough to main.. 

tam growth indefinitely. 

VI. alt 1 bould suppress mt. o!.1yJYa but alao ctp. 

If alt- is a protein factor which can substitute for the 

crp cPJ4P system in the transcription of catabolite sensitive operons 

It should suppress a £ end a 	strain as well as aMIA 

strain. The construction of WZ34 (ffjS 
	

altl) and WZ86 (( 

Alt-1) is described in methods (section Z,Zfl). During the con-

struction of these strains It 155 :ObSetve4 that while 11284 end WZ86 

grew on idnimel arabinoec at. 3D CO they did not grownon minimal 

lactose, *yiow s ow glycerol. This observation led to a study of the 

synthesis of the ..gz and arsbtnoae4somerase enzymes In these strains. 
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Legend toPigureØs 

The Xlqgtics of -t&lactgeidase syntheejs Ln 

WZ1X, WZ3O. W284 and WZ86 

..aiactoaidsie assays were done as described in methods 

(section 2011e). At points indicated by arrs cultures were 

switched to 420 

E! Mit 
WZ30 - Se  £!Z sit -.t 

W284 £1!. E& 
WZ86 - + 

crp sit-i 
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Legend to Pigare bb 

Kinetics of ArabS.nce Isomerase Synthesis in WZI1 WZ3O, 

WZ93 and WZ94 

Assays were performed as described in methods (section 2,11,1). With 

WZ1I the first three samples were Incubated with assay mix for 15 

minutes, the second three for 30 minutes, all other samples were in-

cubated for 60 minutes. 

Cultures were switched from 300  to 420  at points indicated by arrows. 

WZ1X - 
WZ30 - alt-i 

WZ93 - 	cys- - + 
alt-1 	(from WZ84) 

WZ94 	£Z j alt-I GI 	(from WZ86) 

Preliminary assays with WZ84 WZ86 on glucose or gluccnate grown 

cultures showed that cataboiite repression under these conditions 

made it impossible to measure enzyme levels by the method used. It 

was therefore necessary to select revertants of WZ84 and WZ86 that 

would grow an glycerol but not lactose or zylose (see section 2,111). 
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TABLE 6 

gz and arabinoee-isomerase levels in alt-i strains 

Strain Genotype 

-gz Arsbinose..ieomerase 
300 142* 300 42° 

WZ11 100 100 100 100 

WZ30 (ca1t-1 19 3 80 0 

WZ84 .E2 alt-i 4 4 - - 
WZ86 alt-1 2 2 - - 
WZ93 WZ84g - 46 0 

W294 WZ86 - - 56 0 

Results are expressed as a percentage of wild type levels and are 

calculated from the slopes of Figures ôa and ob. 
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Comparing ara and Lac operon expression in these strains I confirmed 

that suppression to Lac by sit—i only occurs in the cya strain, 

while suppression to Ara occurs in the 	 LEE 

strains (Figures 6a, 6b, Table ). It would seem that alt—i is 

distinguishing a radical difference between lac and art expression. 

The most obvious difference between these two operons is that lac is 

primarily negatively controlled while ara is positively controlled. 

The difference in suppression between the jac and ara operons by 

alt-1 may therefore be reflecting promoter structure. 



PAM' 4 

DICUION 

The selection procedure used appears to be very good for oh-

taming mutations affecting RNA synthesis. Temperature-sensitive 

mutations in the pa region occur at a high frequency. Soventylbur 

Independent temperature sensitive pleiotropic Ara,*  revertants from 

and Se parents all mapped in the sam, region as sit-1 

(Silveretone, Ocean, ScalE,, 1972). Although only one of these has 

been studied extensively it is reasonable to suppose that some of 

the other mutations are of the alt type. 

The possibility of a second mutation not in the ja region 

being necessary for suppression of the 	and SIC mutations has 

been raised by the inability of a KLP2 alt-1 episome to suppress a 

m7 su7strain. Preliminary results suggest that this second gene 

may be the gene coding for the 3 eubuitt of RNA polymeraee as defined 

by XLe mutations. It some likely that strain differences in the 

3 sub*mit gene and not an alteration in this gene during selection of 

the alt-1 strain (WZ30) are responsible for this failure to get sup-

pression with the alt-1 epieoae. Strain WZ75 which was the strain 

I attempted to suppress with the alt-I episome is derived from JC41I 

whereas the alt-i strain is derived from WI653. Martin Rahatein 

(personal co—wilcatlon) has been able to tranaduce, in one step, a 

derivative of WZ23 (') to Au' T5 with a P1 lysate from WZ30 (cya 

alt-l), showing that the Alt-1 phenotype is $ mutation(s) in a email 

region of the chromosome,  tranaducible with P1. 

73. 

It is possible that the second site muatton occured during the 
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UV mutagenesi8 of WZ1X in the isolation of WZ22 (section 2,111). This 

possibility could be confirmed or eliminated by constructing a SEC 

derivative of WZI1, by P1 transduction, and then looking to see LI the 

Ara'  TS phenotype can be obtained by a single P1 transduction using 

a lysate from %4Z30. 

Should the ability of alt-1 to suppress prove to depend on 

the particular P subunit gene present in the strain interesting spec-

ulations about the identity of the alt-1 gene product and its mode of 

action in relation to RNA polymerase are raised. The alt gene pro-

duct could be a subunit of the RNA polymerase core enzyme, the sigma 

factor, or a sigma like factor. The results of the RNA pulse-

labelling experiments show that alt-1 does confer specificity on the 

transcription It stimulates in that unstable RNA synthe aisad in rich 

medium is the class most dramatically affected by a switch to high 

temperature. Whether alt-1 acts by directly conferring on the poly-

merase a capacity for recognising certain promoters or by interacting 

with certain promoters so that they are more easily recognised by 

polymerase is not known from results so for. Investigation of this 

question will probably involve setting up an in vitEo transcription 

system. 

The formal possiblity still exists that the suppression by 

alt-1 is mediated through a small effector molecule. This is un-

likely unless there is a very rapid turnover of the effector or if 

the effector can only be used a very limited number of times. The 

temperature sensitivity of the alt-1 function and the rapidity with 

which the shift to high temperature affects the production of -gz and 

arsbinose-isosersse strongly suggest that alt-1 is a protein directly 
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involved in transcription. 

The different suppression patterns shown with -St and arab-

inose-isomerase can be explained by invoking the positive role played 

by the puC protein. The alt-i proteins may interact with the arm C 

protein,  under inducing conditions, to promote transcription and com-

pletely circumvent the need for the crpcAMP complex. The lac trans-

cription system does not have such a protein and it may be that the 

expression of the .lac genes in alt-i strains requires the SM protein. 

This view is supported to some extent by the work of Lang-Yang and 

Zubay (1973) in which they show, in an in vitro system, that the 

addition of purified araC protein stimulates transcription of the 

arm operon and removes the requirement for the crp-cMP system. 

Beckwith (personal communication) has isolated Ara' revertants of a 

strain and found that some of these mutations map in the ara. C 

gene. This shows that the requirement for the crpcAMP system in 

transcription can be removed by an alteration in the praC protein. 

The validity of this explanation for the different suppression could 

best be answered by constructing an are C deletion, E2' alt-1 strain 

and looking at the effect on arabinose isomerase production. 

The difference in suppression patterns may also reflect a 

basic difference in the promoters of positively 	rn.l) and nega- 

tively (lac)controiled operone. This model could be investigated 

by looking at alt-1 suppression in another positively controlled 

operon such as maltose. 

The formal possibility that the £Z mutation used being leaky 

and producing low levels of cAMP still exists. This low level of 
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cAMP may be enough to permit expression of the ara operon but not 

of the lac operon In alt—i strains. This does not seem likely as 

one would expect all catabolite sensitive operona to respond to 

the same levels of cAMP. The introduction of a Za deletion, which--

makes 

hicfr

makes no cAMP, should provide a method £r eliminating this model. 
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Swinmary. We have defided a new gene, alt, which affects RNA synthesis in Escherichia 
coli. Mutants for alt arise among revertants of strains lacking the CRP-cAMP system necessary 
for full expression of catabol ite- sensitive operons. Studies on a temperature-sensitive alt 
mutant indicate that the alt gene product is necessary for the synthesis of an important class 
of messenger RNA molecules. 

Introduction 

The lac and ara operons of .Esoheriohia coli, like other catabolite-sensitive (CS) 
operons, normally require for their transcription, adenosine-3',5'-cyclic mono-
phosphate (cAMP), and at least one protein factor, variously termed CAP, CRP, 
and CGA (Penman and Pastan, 1968; Ullman and Monod, 1968; Zubay, Schwartz 
and Beckwith, 1970; Emmer, de Crombrugghe,i?astan and Penman, 1970; Riggs, 
Reiness and Zubay, 1971). The CRP-cAMP system is involved in the initiation 
of lac transcription (Magasanik, 1970). Strains whose lac expression is no longer 
dependent on CRP or cAMP have mutations e.g. P 5  in the lac promoter region 

(Silverstone, Arditti and Magasanik, 1970; Silverstone, Magasanik, Reznikoff, 
Miller and Beckwith, 1969). Purified RNA polymerase (holoenzyme) will tran- 

scribe lac DNA in vitro (de Crombrugghe, Chen, Anderson, Nissley, Gottesman, 
Pastan, and Perlman, 1971; Eron and Block, 1971). Transcription of normal lac 

DNA is dependent on CRP and cAMP whereas transcription of DNA from the 

promoter mutant P 5  is largely independent of these components (Eron and 
Block, 1971). The purified system therefore mimics lac transcription in vivo and 

this suggests that transcription of the lac operon involves only three components; 
RNA polymerase, CRP and cAMP, in addition to the four nucleoside triphosphate 
substrates of the enzyme. Both biochemical and genetic studies suggest that the 

lac promoter contains at least two sites, one—the target for CRP and the other—
the binding site for RNA polymerase (Eron and Block, 1961; de Crombrugghe 

et al., 1971; Arditti, Grodzicker and Beckwith, in press). 
We shall describe a new class of mutation, termed alt, which compensates for 

loss of the CRP-cAMP system. The alt mutants could have a changed RNA poly-
merase able to initiate transcription of CS operons without CRP intervention. 
Alternatively, they could have an altered transcription factor able to substitute 

* Present address: Department of Biological Sciences, Schermerhorn Hall, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, N.Y. 10027, U.S.A. 
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for the CRP-cAMP system. In its unaltered form, such a factor could normally 
act in concert with the CRP-cAMP system, being required to initiate tran-
scription of CS operons. In this case, the interpretation of the transcription studies 
mentioned above, would have to be revised. On the other hand, the factor may 
normally only be required for transcription of genes of some other class, unrelated 
to CRP. 

Genetic and physiological studies show that all mutations affect transcription 
of certain operons, suggesting that they alter a transcription factor, rather than 
the RNA polymerase itself. Our studies favour the conclusion that this factor 
normally specifies transcription of genes not using CRP. 

Materials and Methods 
Chemicals. Rifampicin was a gift froth Gruppo Lepetit (Milan). Adenine-140 (U) and 

uridine-5-31-1 were obtained from Amersharn, isopropyl-fl-D-thio-galactoside (IPTG) and 
adenosine-3',5'-cyclic monophosphoric acid (cAMP) from Sigma Biochemicals, BBOT scm-
tillant from CiBA, and polyethyleneimine cellulose plates (PEI) from Merck (Darmstadt). 

Bacterial Strains. B. coli K12 strains used in these experiments are described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Bacterial strains 

Strains Pertinent genetic characteristics Source or derivation 

WZ11 FmctBlaccyacrpaltstr.r rel-  Streptomycin resistant deri- 
vative of W1655. (Lederberg 
and Lederberg, 1953) 

WZ22 F-met 13laccya-855 crpaltstr-r rel Ultraviolet mutagenesis of 
WZ1 1 

WZ25 FneetBlac cyacrp-868 alt 	sir-? rel Ultraviolet mutagenesis of 
WZ1 1 

WZ30 FmetB lac+cya-855crp+ alt-i sir-, rel Pleiotropic, sugar-positive 
temperature sensitive rever- 
tant of WZ22 

WZ44 FmetBlaccya-855 "glpK" str-r rel Glycerol-positive revertant 
of WZ22. The precise nature of 
the "glpK" mutation has not 
been established 

WZ57 F_metB+cya+ crp+ alt 1 str-r Met+ Lac+ recombinant of 
WZ30 mated with D8007 

D8007 Hfr Gb, his 	(Fig. 1) Matney, Goldschmidt and 
Erwin (1963) 

ED1002 Hfr lac proB, integrated F'ts lack spc-r str.r (Fig. 1) Masters and Broda (1971) 

ED1009 [fir lac proB, integrated F'ts lack spc-r str-r (Fig. 1) Masters and Broda (1971) 

KLF2 F' argG argR+/argG his leu metB recA strA Low (4968) 

Genetic loci follow standard abbreviations (Taylor, 1970); cya is the genetic locus 
responsible for the production of an ATP-dependent adenyl cyclase (Yokota and Gots, 
1970); crp is the locus responsible for production of a protein product necessary for trans-
cription of catabolite sensitive operons (Schwartz and Beckwith, 1970; Perlman ci al., 1970); 
alt is the locus discussed in this text. Hfr origins and their direction of transfer are 
indicated in Fig. 1. 
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Growth Media. Nutrient broth (NB) was Oxoid NB2. Two liquid minimal salts media 
were used; MS (de Haan and Gross, 1962) and M63 (Pardee, Jacob, and Monod, 1959) to 
which glucose (0.2%), vitamin B1  (1 eg/ml), and growth supplements (20 sg/ml) were added. 
Solid media were obtained by adding Davis New Zealand Agar at 1.25% (NB) or 1.75% 
(MS) to the appropriate liquid media. 

Bacterial Crosses. Our mating methods are described in Scaife and Pekhov (1964). 
Assay for j9-D-Galactosidase. Exponential cells appropriately diluted in one ml of MS 

were added at 00  to a mixture of 0.2 ml of 0.1% solution of CeTB (Tyler and Magasanik, 1969), 
0.8 ml of PM2  buffer (the reducing buffer of Revel, Luria and Rotman, 1961), and 0.01 ml 
of 1% sodium deoxycholate (DOC). We assayed the samples (Revel et al., 1961) using 1.0 M 
Na2CO3  in 8M urea to terminate the reaction. 

Enzyme activity is expressed as the corrected change in OD420  per minute per ml of 
culture. 

Measurement of Total RNA Synthesis. Labelling of RNA and inhibition of RNA synthesis 
is described by Pato and von Meyenberg (1970). Cultures grown in NB or supplemented M63 
containing 40 [eg/ml uridine were labelled with uridirie tritiated at position 5 of the pyrimidine 
ring (2.5 Xi/ml, 40 sg/ml) to minimise the entry of label into DNA as thymine. Initiation 
of RNA synthesis was stopped with 200 eg/ml rifampicin. Samples were prepared for counting 
as described by Bremer and Yuan (1968), and counted in BBOT-toluene (4g/1). 

Cyclic AMP Assay. The assay we used was a combination of methods developed by 
S. Fogel and by G. Edlin (personal communications). It involves the fractionation, by two- 
dimensional chromatography, of labelled nucleotides from cells grown in 14C-adenine. The 
PEI[ chromatography plates are washed according to Randerath (1966). Cells exponentially 
growing in supplemented M63 containing 50 eg/ml '4C-Adenine (U) (50 iCi/ml) for 3-4 
generations are concentrated on Millipore filters (107  cells), and then extracted in 2.5 ml of 
0.3M perchloric acid at 00  C. The debris is removed from the extract by centrifugation and 
the supernatant is neutralized with two drops of EDTA (0.5M) + KOH (6M). The precipitate 
is removed by centrifugation and 40 1d of the supernatant, adjusted to a standard specific 
activity is spotted on the PEI cellulose plate with a 10 id solution of cAMP (10 mM) as a 
marker. Each sample is fractionated by two dimensional LiCI chromatography (Cashel and 
Gallant, 1969). The cAMP marker shows up as a fluorescent spot under ultraviolet light. 
This spot is cut out of the chromatogram and its radioactivity measured in a gas-flow counter 
(Nuclear Chicago). 

Results 

The Isolation of Alt Mutations. We have derived alt mutants from two dif-
ferent starting strains. One of these is WZ22 which has a mutation, cya-855, 
which reduces the intracellular concentration of cAMP to less than 5 per cent 
of the normal level (Table 2). The mutation cya-855 maps between metE and ilv 
(Silverstone, Tsuji and Scaife, unpublished), the region containing the gene for 
adenyl cyclase (Yokota and Gots, 1970). The expression of catabolite-sensitive 
operons is much reduced in WZ22 (Table 2), a defect which we attribute to 
inactivation of the CRP-cAMP system. As expected, the defect can be reversed 
by exogenous cAMP (Table 2). 

The second strain giving rise to alt mutants, WZ25, has a different mutation, 
crp-868, also reducing the expression of CS operons. However, the mutation does 
not affect the cAMP concentration in WZ25, and its effect on CS operons cannot 
be reversed by exogenous cAMP (Table 2). The mutation therefore has the 
phenotype expected for a mutant lacking the CRP factor. Strong support for 
this conclusion comes from our observation that the lac promoter mutant, Pvs' 
which is transcribed in the absence of the CRP-cAMP system (Schwartz and 
Beckwith, 1970), can be transcribed in crp-868 (data not shown). As expected, 
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Table 2. j9-galactosidase synthesis and cyclic AMP levels in wild type and mutant strains 

Strain Relevant fl-D-Calactosidase synthesis cAMP level 
genotype -, 

30 C 42 C Experi- Experi- 
- cAMP ment 1 mont 2 - cAMP + cAMP 

WZ11 cyaalt+ 100 100 100 197 231 
WZ22 cya-855 alt 3.2 103 3.3 28 33 
WZ25 crp-868 alt 2.7 2.6 3.0 201 213 
WZ30 cya-855 alt-1 15 33 3.2 37 36 
WZ57 cya 	alt-1 47 48 46 - - 
Blank - - - - 16 24 

Cyclic AMP was assayed in cultures grown at 30° C from which perchloric acid extracts 
were prepared as described in Materials and Methods. After fractionation on PET cellulose 
with LiCI, the amount of label in the spot corresponding to cyclic AMP was counted as 
described. Values given are the number of counts per minute per spot. The blank value was 
obtained by adding label to a perchloric acid extract of unlabelled WZ11. 

Each value for 9-galactosidase represents the increase of enzyme activity synthesised per 
unit increase in OD (Klett units, red filter) of the assayed culture. These values are expressed 
as a percentage of the wild type activity in that growth condition. 

Cultures of the wild type grown with cAMP (10 M) show almost twice the ji-galacto-
sidase activity found in an equivalent culture without cAMP. This is due to relief of 
catabolite repression in these glucose-grown cultures (Perlman et at., 1969; deCrombrugghe 
and Pastan, 1969). 

Note. We find -galactosidase synthesis by WZ30 to be unchanged after it has been 
transduced to rel+. 

crp-868 is cotransducible with strA (Penman, Chen, de Crombrugghe, Emmer, 
Gottesman, Varmus and Pastan, 1970). 

Revertants of WZ22 and WZ25 occur at a frequency of 10-  to 10. They 
are readily selected on minimal agar containing arabinose as sole carbon source, 
since utilisation of this sugar requires the CRP-cAMP system (de Crombrugghe, 
Penman, Varmus and Pastan, 1969). Some Ara+  revertants continue to express 
other CS operons at a reduced level. They could have a mutation in the ara 
promoter circumventing its requirement for the CRP-cAMP system. The re-
mainder regain function of the other CS operons. These pleiotropic revertants 
have therefore acquired a mutation which either restores or compensates for the 
CRP-cAMP system defective in these parent strains. 

It is a remarkable fact that about 5% of the pleiotropic revertants are unable 
to grow at 42° C, either on minimal-glucose, or nutrient medium. We call these 
alt mutants (alternative to CRP-cAMP). Their properties form the basis of this 
investigation. 

The Genetic Identity of Alt Mutants. We have studied 75 independent alt 
mutants isolated as revertants of cya-855 and crp-868 strains. Mating experi-
ments show (Table 3) that the alt mutation in every case is located in the small 
sector of the E. coli chromosome between metC (59 minutes) and spc (64 minutes). 

The alt gene is transferred early by Hfr ED1009 but not by Hfr ED1002. 
It is carried by the chromosomal fragment of KLP2 (Table 3). The alt-i mutation 
does not cotransduce with argG or pnp (data not shown), indicating that the alt 
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Table 3. The mapping of crp and alt mutations by conjugation 

Recipient No. of Donors yielding wild-type 
genotype isolates recombinants 

tested - 
KLF2 	ED1002 ED1009 

metB crp-868 (WZ25) 1 - 	+ + 
metE cya-855 (sit-i (WZ30) 1 + 	- + 
met 	crp-868 alt: 74 + 	- + 
metB cya-855 (lit 

In each cross the donor marker tested for transfer is indicated in bold type. 
The Hfr crosses. From each cross we selected metB+ recombinants, which were then 

tested for the crp+  or alt 5  character. + = more than 70% of met inheriting the donor 
marker. - = less than 1%. 

The KLF2 crosses. The alt derivatives were selected directly at 42° on minimal plates 
containing methionine and glucose. The KLF2 donor yields 104  alt derivatives per ml of 
mating mixture (parent input Q2 x 108 cells per ml). In a control cross the same donor yields 
5>< 104  argG derivatives per ml. The alt derivatives transfer .KLF2 and segregate alt-  at a 
low frequency (10). 

gene is very close to either metC or spc. In the case of one of the mutants, alt-1, 
we have shown that a single lesion is responsible for temperature sensitivity and 
the restoration of CS operon expression. Spontaneous temperature-resistant 
revertants were selected from WZ30 cya-855 alt-1. All of these (660) concomitantly 
became arabinose negative. If the two phenotypes were due to separate lesions, 
most, if not all our derivatives should have remained Ara+. 

Do Alt Mutations Restore the CRP-cAMP System? The alt-1 mutation does 
not change either of the known factors (CRP and cAMP) required for normal 
transcription of CS operons. If the mutation changed the CRP protein 
enabling it to act without cAMP, alt-1 should map in the crp gene. The crp gene 
is located close to strA (Perlman et al., 1970) and is transferred early by Hfr 
ED1002 (Table 3). As we have seen Hfr ED1002 does not transfer alt early. In 
addition we can show that alt-1 does not open a new route for cAMP synthesis. 
The strain WZ30 cya-855 alt-1 contains no more 'detectable cAMP than WZ22, 
its alt parent (Table 2). Moreover alt-1, isolated as a suppressor of cya-855, will 
also suppress the crp-868 mutation. Suppression of both cya and crp mutations 
would not be expected if alt-i affected cAMP synthesis. 

Since we find that alt-i has no direct effect on CRP or cAMP, we conclude 
that it provides an alternative mechanism enhancing the expression of CS operons. 

Does Alt-1 Affect Messenger Synthesis from CS Operons? Strains defective for 
the CRP-cAMP system synthesise a low amount of j-galactosidase (Table 2). 
The effect of the alt-i mutation is to increase 3-5 fold the -galactosidase syn- 
thesised by such strains (Table 2). The increment disappears when a cya-855 
alt-1 culture is raised to 42° C (Table 2 and Fig. 2). Thus, the process permitting 
excess enzyme synthesis is temperature sensitive. We can ascribe the excess 
synthesis either to more efficient translation of the residual lac messenger in 
cya strains or to an increase in the amount of lac messenger. 
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arc 

cr 
str 

Fig. 1. A genetic map of F. cdi showing the markers, Hfrs and F-prime factors used in this 
study. The two Hfr strains were formed by integration of Ft, lac into the bacterial chromo-
some (Masters and Broda, 1971). The F' factor, KLF2, is also called F102. Its chromosomal 
fragment does not extend as far as tr-A (Low, 1968; Goman, unpublished). This confirms 
the separate identities of the alt and crp genes, since crp maps beyond str-A (Goman, 

unpublished) and KLF2 carries alt 

Results reported below show that the synthesis of certain messengers is tem-
perature sensitive in alt-i strains. Thus it is reasonable to infer that alt-i stimulates 
-galactosidase synthesis by increasing the synthesis of lac messenger. 

A convenient technique for detecting the total messenger RNA synthesised 
by a bacterial culture has recently been devised (Pato and von Neyenberg, 1970). 
The culture is challenged with rifampicin, which rapidly prevents further initia-
tion of RNA chains. Chains initiated before the drug is added complete their 
synthesis. They are labelled with 311-uridine, added at the same time as the drug. 
A fraction of this label is contained in unstable molecules, presumably messenger, 
which can be seen to disappear during further incubation of the culture. The 
remaining label is in stable RNA (Fig. 3). 

At 42° C, a broth culture of WZ30 cya-855, alt-1, stops making detectable 
unstable RNA, while stable RNA continues to be made (Fig. 3). Such a culture 
ceases to grow (OD) within one generation after the shift. These observations 
suggest that a step necessary for messenger, but not stable RNA synthesis is 
rendered temperature sensitive by alt-1. We can be sure that this temperature 
sensitivity is caused by alt-1 since WZ22, the cya-855 alt parent of WZ30 can 
make unstable RNA in broth at 42° C (Fig. 3 A). 

Not all messengers require the alt-1 product for their synthesis. They can be 
detected in a minimal-grown culture of WZ30. In such a culture synthesis of 
detectable unstable RNA remains virtually unchanged for more than an hour 

(1.2 generations) after the shift to 42° C (Fig. 3 D), and growth stops only after 
4 generations. This difference can be explained if we recall that growth in glucose-

minimal medium demands derepression of all biosynthetic pathways; it seems 
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Fig. 2A and B. j3-galactosidase synthesis at 300  C and 42° C in wild type, cf,a-855, and alt-1 
strains. A, Strains WZ22 cya-855 and WZ30 cya-855 alt-1. B, Strains WZ11 ccr alt and 
WZ57 cJa alt-1. Cultures were pregrown in supplemented MS-glucose +10-3 M IPTG at 
30° C. They were then diluted in the same medium at 30° C, allowed to resume exponential 
growth to the Klett values indicated, and then sampled and assayed as described in Materials 
and Methods. Cultures were shifted to 42° C at the optical density indicated by 4,. 30° C (x); 
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that synthesis of messenger from biosynthetic operons does not require the alt 
product. 
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Our pulse-label experiments have enabled us to detect a class of messengers 
whose synthesis requires the alt-1 product. We therefore conclude that in selecting 
strains regaining CS operon activity, we have isolated mutants in which tran- 
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scription of CS operons is restored. This renewed transcription is determined by 
the alt-1 product. 

The Mode of Action of the Alt Product. The evidence we have presented 
indicates that the alt-1 product is a factor which permits transcription of CS 
operons. In order to test whether the alt product normally participates in CS 
operon transcription we have examined the behaviour of a strain combining a 
normal CRP-cAMP system with the temperature sensitive alt-1 product. We have 
assayed synthesis of 19-galactosidase in a culture of WZ57 cya+ crp alt-1 shifted 
from 300  to 42° C. We find that the temperature shift has no effect on the relative 
rate of fl-galactosidase synthesis (Fig. 2 B). The simple interpretation of this 
result is that the alt product (in its heat-labile, alt-1 form in this strain) does not 
normally participate in CS operon transcription. 

The Character of Alt-1 Mediated Transcription. Our mutant WZ22 cya-855, 
which contains little or no cAMP, expresses its CS operons much less efficiently 
than its cya+ parent. This agrees with the conclusion (de Crombrugghe et al., 
1969; Zubay et al., 1970) that maximum CS operon expression depends on the 
cAMP concentration in the bacterial cell. The residual enzyme synthesis in cya 
strains is resistant to transient and catabolite repression, effects attributed in 
cya+ strains to the reduction of the intracellular cAMP concentration. This 
resistance is shown in the following way. 

The strain WZ47 is a glycerol specific revertant of strain WZ22. It can grow 
on glycerol and glucose-minimal media, but it cannot grow on other carbon 
sources such as lactose or arabinose. The mutation conferring this new property 
maps near the glpK locus (Silverstone, unpubl.) and is probably similar to the 
lacPr V5  mutation or the glpK mutation described by Berman and Lin (1971). 
Addition of glucose to a glycerol-growing culture of strain WZ47 does not affect 
the differential rate of -galactosidase synthesis detectably (Fig. 4). On the other 
hand, addition of glucose to a glycerol-growing culture of strain WZ30 cya-855 
alt-1, results in the immediate arrest of j9-galactosidase synthesis known as 
transient repression (Magasanik, 1970). After one half a generation, j9-galactosidase 
synthesis then resumes at half the differential rate in glycerol growing cells 
(catabolite repression). Therefore, the new system for transcription of CS operons 
appears to be subject to the glucose effects of catabolite and transient repression, 
although there is no detectable cAMP in the cells. We conclude that catabolite 
and transient repression can be mediated in F. coli by a substance or substances 
other than cAMP. This conclusion is reminiscent of the recent finding (Prival 
and Magasanik, 1971) that Kiebsiella aerogenes has a system other than the 
CRP-cAMP system, which can promote initiation of transcription of some CS 
operons in response to changes in growth conditions. 

Discussion 
Our studies permit us to draw a number of firm conclusions about the alt 

function. The product is almost certainly a protein, since our alt mutants are 
temperature sensitive. it is a product which is vital to the cell, since, all tested 
alt-1 strains are unable to grow on any medium at 42°, while an alt-1/KLF2 alt 
partial diploid can grow at this temperature. The alt product mediates in the 
synthesis of certain RNA species and we can explain the temperature-sensitivity 
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of alt-i strains if we assume that at least one of these RNA species is vital to 
the cell. 

We can draw some general conclusions about the nature of the RNA species 
whose synthesis requires the alt function. Firstly, we can be sure that the alt 
function is used for the synthesis of some CRP-independent RNA species, because 
a broth-grown cya alt strain (WZ22) synthesises unstable RNA which cannot 
be found in WZ30 cya alt-1 at 42° (compare Fig. 3 A and C). The transcription 
of CRP-independent species may be the exclusive function of the alt product. 
In this case we must assume that alt-1 is a mutation which permits the alt protein 
to recognise CS promoters without abolishing its original specificity. The fact 
that lac expression ceases to be temperature-sensitive in crp+ cya+ alt-1 strain 
supports this conclusion. However, we would like to emphasise that this result 
does not exclude the possibility that alt does normally participate in lar, tran- 
scription, that the alt-i mutation enables it to promote lac expression in the absence 
of CRP or cAMP and that the alt-i protein is stabilised on CS promoters by an 
intact CRP-cAMP system. 
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We can envisage several possible functions for the alt protein. The simplest 
hypothesis is that the alt protein is a factor which enables RNA polymerase 
to initiate transcription of certain genes, for example by causing the enzyme to 
bind to their promoters. Such a mechanism has been proposed for CRP action 
(Travers, Kamen and Schleif, 1970). There are, however, other possibilities. The 
alt protein could have an enzymatic function, modifying either the polymerase 
or promoters, to facilitate the initiation of transcription. Otherwise it could be 
a subunit of RNA polymerase. The subunit would determine, directly or indirectly, 
the promoter-affinity of the enzyme, and in the alt-1 mutant would show its 
temperature-sensitivity only on certain promoters. 

Recent genetical and biochemical studies (Eron and Block, 1971; Arditti, 
Grodzieker and Beckwith, in press) indicate that the lac promoter contains a 
specific CRP target site, deleted in the p  mutation Li. Experiments are in 
progress to determine whether alt-1 acts at this site, or at the RNA polymerase 
binding site characterised by the lac promoter mutation py5. 
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